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Abstract 
 
This report provides an account of the 2022 caving expedition to the Tresviso area of 
the Eastern Massif (Andara) in the Picos de Europa of Northern Spain. 

The 2022 expedition was undertaken as usual with collaboration between numerous 
UK based caving clubs and the Spanish AD KAMI club, under the banner of the 
Tresviso Caves Project with two core caves under exploration.  

Firstly, Cueva del Nacimiento, a >15km cave system with a height gain of over +535m 
from the entrance. The catchment of this cave totals 37 km2 and, if linked with 
known cave systems high in the Andara range, would create a potential >1500m 
deep underground traverse, one of the deepest in the world.  

Secondly, Sistema Sara, a deep (-590m)1 pothole on the plateau, including a >200m 
pitch near the beginning of the cave and two un-dived sumps at the end of separate 
branches. 
 

 

Picture: Alien Weaponry, Cueva de la Marniosa. (Phil Walker). 

 

  

 
1 Depth from Sara mine adit entrance to the terminal sump. 
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Introduction 
 
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of 
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of three 
main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern Massif 
(Andara) that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society (LUSS) 
in the early 1970s.  
 
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento (Cueva 
del Agua)2 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this was pushed 
to the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was abandoned as all 
the major routes sumped, no continuation could be found, and the manpower 
required to set up camps diminished.  
 

Picture: Sima 56 entrance (Phil Walker). 

LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and 
sought caves that would connect into the Nacimiento system and hopefully create a 
record-breaking underground traverse. They found several deep caves around this 
‘top camp’ area. Sara, Tere, Flowerpot, Dossers Delight and Sima 56 were all pushed 
to respectable depths, but the connection remained elusive. 
 

 
2 Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del 
Agua.  All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua. 
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In 1986/87 the South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) and LUSS briefly turned their 
attention back to Nacimiento and investigated several sumps and pushed a bold 
steeply ascending ramp, gaining over 200m of height, at the back end of the 
Nacimiento system with several leads left unexplored. 
 
Between 2011-2014 the SWCC returned to Nacimiento to re-investigate the 
possibilities of mounting remote trips to the furthest regions of the cave, and 
reclimbed the steep ramps discovered in the 80’s, in addition to a successful dive of 
the Far Upstream Sump in Nacimiento, extending the sump by another 80m and 
down to a depth of -46m. Additionally, the Death Race 2000 chamber was explored 
discovering a way down past the previous limit of exploration to find over 700m of 
new passage.  
 
Since 2015 the Tresviso Caves Project has continued work in Nacimiento finding 
more cave passage above and below the Death Race 2000 chamber, extending the 
cave by over 5km and reaching a new height of +535m above the entrance. In the 
past few years, exploration has returned to Cueva de la Marniosa, first explored in 
1975. The furthest downstream sump was passed in 2018 leading to ongoing 
streamway, heading towards Nacimiento, and a new entrance T20A Cueva de la 
Silvestre was found, creating a -423m deep through trip, from the head of the Sobra 
Valley and exiting from Cueva del la Marniosa. 
 
Sistema Sara was first explored by LUSS in the 70’s and reached a depth of -590m at 
a sump, The Sara Depression.  Further visits in the 80’s found a second branch of the 
cave, Rio Mancondiu, that also ended in a sump, at a depth of -570m.  The 2022 
expedition would only be the second attempt to dive the Sara Depression terminal 
sump, since an aborted SWCC trip in 1996. 
 

 

Picture: Cloud inversion, Andara (Dave Powlesland)  
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Expedition Aims 
 
The 2022 expedition was comprised of 27 cavers based in both the village of Tresviso 
and in the Vegas de Andara3 on the Andara range. 
  
Cueva del Nacimiento 

 

• The limit of exploration  at the far end is a draughting hole, that requires digging. 
This is the highest and furthest point in the cave and most likely the ongoing 
continuation of the cave further into the mountain. 
 

• The Road to Certain Death sump, located less than an hour from the entrance, is 
a perched sump at the top of an 8m waterfall, that has not been dived since 
2000.  The inclusion of an extra diver on the trip meant that a dive of the sump 
could be attempted. 
 

Cueva de la Marniosa 
 

• Upstream in Cueva de la Marniosa is >2km of windy, rift like streamway, that in 
2018 was connected to T20A Cueva de la Silvestre coming in at the head of the 
main Sobra Valley. Although this is in the opposite direction to a connection with 
Cueva del Nacimiento, the passage here may be key to connecting to the deeper 
potholes.  
 

Sistema Sara 
 

• Dive the final sump in the Sara II branch of  Sistema Sara, by all reports the 
largest streamway of any of the alpine pots in Andara and a high contender for 
the main drain of the region. The only stumbling block being that it has not been 
visited in nearly 30 years.  

 
Alongside the exploration of new passage, one of the overarching aims of the 
Tresviso Caves Project is to collate and document the area, providing an online 
database for all the caves in the region. To date 80kms of cave across 1,200 sites 
have been described, logged, and made publicly available along with relevant 
surveys, descriptions, and possible leads. 
 

  

 
3 Historically also known as the “Sara Depression” to UK cavers. 
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Diving the Terminal Sump, Sistema Sara 
Rob Middleton 

 

As with all good/daft ideas, it started with a beer or 5 on the last night of the Tresviso 
2019 expedition. Buoyed up by our relative modicum of success diving the Parting 
Friends sump in Cueva del Nacimiento, and despite losing a load of equipment to an 
unprecedented flood, myself and Joe Daniels were easily convinced by Phil Walker 
(expedition leader) to have a crack at the Terminal Sump in the Sara II branch of 
Sistema Sara. 
 
First explored by LUSS in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the potential of the site is 
undeniable, being nearly 600m deep already, and containing the largest underground 
streamway in the Andara area. This was dye traced positively in 1978 taking 11 days 
to reach the Nacimiento entrance pool in a very dry summer. The sump is over 800m 
above, and 5km away from, the resurgence, suggesting it must be perched and that it 
was hopefully short, allowing for massive exploration potential beyond. 
 
However, there were a number of hurdles in the way of such a project as shown by 
the strong SWCC team who attempted to dive the sump in 1995 optimistically 
allowing only a week to do it and coming up short with a few arguments along the 
way.4 

As with many projects over the last few years, it has of course been affected by 
Covid, so much so that only 3 of the original planned 2020 Sara team actually made 
it out in 2022. Also, just before the trip Joe’s mum was taken ill meaning he was 
unable to come, and I was left to dive alone. Still a plan is a plan, so it seemed worth 
a go. 

The cave is located high on the flanks of the Vegas de Andara depression, 2 hours 
from the road head, and as a result a high camp was set up in a stunning location to 
help push the project. Some of the team based themselves here, but others, lured by 
the hostel and bar in the Tresviso village, chose the walk in/out as required making 
some of the trips in excess of 20 hours.  
 
The system is accessed via an old mine in the beginnings of a state of collapse.  The 
original entrance no longer connects to the drier entrance, and care is required 
throughout the mine section. 
 

 

 
4 SWCC Newsletter 116 Picos 95: Sistema Sara by Joel Corrigan et al 
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Picture: Vega de Andara campsite (Ian Peachey). 

Next, at the head of the 2nd pitch a tight vertical squeeze must be passed. This is 
particularly awkward on return, requiring removal of chest ascender and some tricky 
manoeuvrers, particularly for the larger members of the team of which I am 
definitely one of them.  
 

 
 

Picture: Pitch head squeeze, Sistema Sara (Helen Fairclough) 
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This leads to the Heinous Shaft, 250m of loose rock and squeaky bum moments.  
Although Dave did an excellent job of the shaft rigging, it continued to live up to its 
name, with loose rock throughout. On one early descent I had a moment, while 
moving along a traverse, when the rock, containing the bolt, decided to detach itself 
from the wall and instead hang limply on the traverse rope, luckily missing me in the 
process.  
 

 

Picture: The ‘hanging’ rebelay, Sistema Sara (Ian Peachey). 

The next obstacle beyond the Heinous Shaft is a poised funnel of rocks at the head of 
the next pitch. Luckily this is last of the dodgy stuff, with rest of the cave continuing 
as a mix of fine streamway pitches and dry bypass traverses (all having to be re-
bolted) which continued in fine style to the terminal sump at -591m5 after a further 
1km of caving from the base of the Heinous Shaft. 
 
The Sara system had always been described as very cold and wet by the 1970’s LUSS 
members, who suggested the pitches in particular were very grim. However, 
although there was a streamway, it was mostly pretty small, and with modern 
techniques it was easy to bypass any spray on pitches (all of which needed re-bolting 
anyway). That said the camp at -300m was particularly damp, and uninspiring. 

 
5 Depth from mine adit entrance to terminal sump, at the start of the 2022 expedition. 
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Picture: The camp, Sistema Sara (Helen Fairclough) 

The Terminal Sump pool itself was large and blue and did look inviting at first, 
although large silt banks were noted.  Following some awesome carrying effort by 
the team, I dived the sump on the September 10th, following 9 days of awesome 
rigging and carrying effort by the team.  Sadly, it quickly lost any semblance of 
visibility as major silt clouds followed me through the sump. It became apparent too 
that the underwater passage was indeed large, but sadly that it was mostly filled with 
sediment. 
 
After 20 minutes of blind groping and underwater digging approximately. 30m of 
progress was made (max depth 12m), though more digging was again required to 
continue, and a sensible retreat was made. (It may be possible to tackle this during 
snowmelt season in spring where more flow may find the sump open? although 
getting carriers to assist at this season seems unlikely) 
 
A disappointing end to the project, even more so as the last big dry lead, Leper’s 
Lament, also fizzled out, but at least the question was answered, and what a 
question it was… 
 
A massive thanks go to all those involved especially Phil Walker and Joe Daniels for 
the planning;  Dave Powlesland, Chris Jones, Sam Deeley, Dan Workman, Ian Holmes, 
Ian Peachey for the help with rigging, Helen Fairclough for the excellent photographic 
record, and Arwel Roberts, Alan Braybrooke,  Chris Jewel, Leo Bradley, John Roe, 
Dicken Morris, Si Lowis and Jules Carter (who even came back after having been 
involved in the infamous SWCC trip some 27 years earlier) for being the dive sherpas. 
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Picture: Diver and sherpas, Sistema Sara (Ian Peachey) 
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De-rigging, Sistema Sara  
Si Lowis 

 
The dive team had worked through the night to recover the diving gear from the 
sump and de-rig the lower sections of the cave.  The call was made on the Sunday 
morning to send 2 x teams into Sara; team 1 to descend and recover bags of rope 
dumped at Leper’s Lament which had been derigged from the lower section and 
team 2 descending a few hours later to recce the climbs above Leper’s Lament and 
subsequently recover any remaining rope.  
 
Given the horror stories about Heinous Shaft and its popping bolts and falling rocks 
that I had listened to whilst chopping veg over the previous week, I am still at a loss 
as to why or how, but I found myself assigned to team 1 with Jules and Helen.  After 
some last minute packing and a long, hot walk up the hill we arrived at the Sara 
entrance at around midday and began out descent into the mine entrance series by 
approximately. 1300hrs.  Ably led by Helen who had descended earlier in the week, 
we made swift progress through the mine sections to the awkward constriction 
which marks the top of Heinous Shaft.   
 
Jules, a veteran of the 1995 descent enthusiastically took the lead and after a bit of 
wriggling slipped through the constriction and descended down the first pitch.  I was 
next, with Helen taking up the rear presumably to either stop me escaping or to 
stamp on my head if I got stuck. The constriction proved to be fairly easy to 
negotiate when assisted by gravity and I soon joined Jules at the bottom of the first 
38m pitch.   
 

 

Picture: The P38 at top of Heinous Shaft, Sistema Sara (Helen Fairclough) 
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Helen joined us and took the lead again, guiding us round to the top of the big pitch 
where she paused for a moment to reiterated earlier warnings about loose rocks, 
avoiding touching the walls and staying as close as we could to each other as 
possible in order to avoid knocking debris down on the person in front, before she 
began the long descent down Heinous Shaft.  I’d like to report that the shaft is 
amazing, but the truth is that for the next hour and more I was so focused on not 
dying or inadvertently killing someone else that I failed to take in the enormity or 
splendour of my surroundings beyond what was within immediate reach and had the 
potential to be either kicked off or just come off with me attached.   
 
If I was to break the shaft down into thirds, the first is relatively stable; the second is 
a pile of boulders laid on gravity defying angles held up by very loose boulders and 
mud; and the last part is reassuringly solid limestone.  The rigging team had done a 
fantastic job the first two thirds were rigged with lots of short sections between 
(many) rebelays with enough lateral movement between them to ensure that we 
were rarely directly above or below each other; and short well protected traverses 
avoided particularly loose sections at the top of the middle third.  
 

 

Picture: Sistema Sara (Ian Peachey). 

Once we cleared the loose middle section Helen shouted up that that we were 
through the worst of it, and it was only then that I began to relax and appreciate the 
enormity of the space.  We descended the last few longer sections before touching 
down on the boulder strewn ramp and a very brief section off ropes as we walked 
the short distance up the ramp and round the corner before descending the final 52 
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m pitch to the base of the shaft.  Having regrouped and taken on some water we 
were off again; almost immediately on a 12m pitch followed quickly by a short, 
exposed traverse onto a 24m pitch.  An easy going but fairly featureless section of 
horizontal caving followed for no more than 100m before descending a short 6m 
pitch to an uncomfortable and damp looking camp.  
 
With no need to linger, we moved on and immediately the cave character changed 
to a very muddy 300+ m horizontal section which consisted of a series of crawling 
and stooping sections intermixed with short, awkward pitches and climbs before 
arriving at the incredibly muddy rope dump below Leper’s Lament.  We weren’t 
there long before team 2 caught us up and after a brief reunion and some banter we 
turned to the task of sorting rope for the return trip whilst they prepared drills and 
rigging gear to go and explore the climbs.  It was about this point in the journey I 
realised I had either misplaced or in my rush failed to pack a pantin – oh joy!! 
 
The return journey was interesting; caked in mud and dragging heavy bags, our chest 
and hand jammers wouldn’t grip and the short pitches which would normally have 
taken minutes (if not seconds) became awkward obstacles.  The 20 minute journey 
between camp and Leper’s Lament on the way in turned into a tortuous 60 minute+ 
journey on the way out.  A short break at the camp to repack rope bags and 
redistribute some of the metal work and we were off again.  The horizontal sections 
became easier but the increasingly longer climbs and continuing issue with mud 
clogged jammers meant that the going was relatively slow.  We eventually reached 
the base of Heinous Shaft about 2 hours after departing Leper’s Lament and had a 
well-deserved rest, food, and water.  
 
A second foot loop attached to my hand jammer to compensate for the lack of 
pantin and to stop me inadvertently putting my foot against the wall in the higher 
sections I led the long, long climb up Heinous Shaft.  Hampered by the weight and 
having to physically engage my jammers to the rope every move meant that going 
was slow, so at the top of the 52 m pitch I quickly moved around the corner and back 
onto the next climb, determined to hit the first rebelay before Jules got to the top of 
the last.  This set the scene for the next 90 mins or more as we gradually moved as a 
team from rebelay to rebelay in a caterpillar type motion.  
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Picture: Crawl in entrance series, Sistema Sara (Ian Peachey) 

 As the pitches became shorter, the walls became more and more unstable; slower 
going and a different perspective brought the fragility of the middle section into 
sharp focus.  Try as I might, occasional debris fell away from the wall seemingly 
dislodged by my mere presence.  My shouts of ‘BELOW’ created a brief anxious 
pause before the upward caterpillar motion resumed.  Gradually we made our way 
through the fragile middle section and on to the more stable upper section, the end 
of the Heinous Shaft in our sights, the pace increases and our moral lifted.  As I hit 
the short traverse at the top of the shaft, I let out an involuntary ‘WOOP’ in 
celebration and was soon reunited with the rest of the team.   
 
Helen took the lead on the next, last pitch.  Having seen Jules and I push through the 
constraint at the top of the pitch earlier, this was probably a wise move.  I followed 
with Jules taking up the rear.  The constraint at the top of the 28m pitch proved to 
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be a b*tch without a pantin to manoeuvre myself through, but some innovation by 
Helen allowed me to use some tat to get the purchase I needed.  Once Jules joined 
us, we made short work of the mine section and exited the cave at approx. midnight 
to be rewarded for our efforts by  a stunningly beautiful vista illuminated by the 
most incredibly bright full moon. 
 

 

Picture: Surface camp, Vegas de Andara (Helen Fairclough) 
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The Road to Certain Death 
Chris Jewell 

 
History 
The Road to Certain Death streamway of Cueva del Nacimiento was found by Chris 
Baxter, Howard ‘Jonah’ Rothwell and Nick Airey on the very first trip into the cave in 
19756.  A clean washed canyon was followed up steep acute meanders, sometimes 
requiring traversing 6m above the floor until the team was exhausted.  On a 
subsequent trip, Nick Airey, Kev Molloy, and Rob Jones continued along the stream, 
thrutching at various levels until they reached a chamber with an 8m waterfall 
coming in at the end.  This was called The Wall. 
 
In 1976 Phil Johnstone, Nick Airey and Colin Boothroyd lassoed and pegged up the 
waterfall to a large deep sump pool immediately at the top of the climb.  As there 
was no apparent way round the pool, Colin jumped into the pool and swam around 
only to discover an impassable narrow fissure at the far side. 
 
Note: the scallops on the wall above the sump extend to a height of 5m, suggesting a 
very large flow of water under very high pressure.7 
 

 
Picture: 1976-1977 Cueva del Nacimiento Surveys (LUSS). 

 
In 1979 Dick Willis attempted to plumb the sump indicating some form of ledge at -
10m and the wall thickness about 1.5m.  Dick also took a mask for a swim around in 

 
6 LUSS Tresviso 1974-1977 (1978) 
7 RRCPC 8 (1983) and CDG Newsletter No.65 (1982) 
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the sump.  A peg climb of +15m above the sump, Stairway to Heaven, by Howard 
Jones and Peter Seed closed down to a few small tubes and no way on. 
 
In 1982 Terry Whittaker attempted the first dive of the sump, revealing a 
“bottomless black canyon, 2 – 2 1/2   wide, with no way on above a depth of -12m 
where the roof was beginning to level out.  At -15m visibility was about 15m with no 
bottom in sight.”7 
 
In 1984 Colin Boothroyd dived the sump to -25m straight down without seeing the 
bottom8 and in 1985 Rob Parker made his first dive, sticking close to the roof of a 
passage at -18m, finding two ascending rifts both narrowing at -6m depth.  In total 
he laid out 120m of line.9  
 
It was 1986 when a concentrated effort was made on the sump, with 3 dives by Rob 
Parker, extending the sump 240m from base to a depth of -62m, at which point an 
ascending shaft was reported.10 
 

 
Picture: 1986 dive limit (SWCC)10 

 
Gavin Newman then took up the challenge of diving the sump, dives in 1993 and 
1996 were aborted due to unfavourably wet conditions11 and then in 2000, with Phil 
Short, the expedition dives were filmed for the BBC’s Extreme Lives series ‘The Road 
to Certain Death’ supported by  Colin Boothroyd, Jim Thompson, and Marcus Taylor. 
 
The ascending shaft that Rob reported never materialised, but Gavin added a load of 
additional line to that already laid by Rob and his end point was wide open.  
 
2022 Expedition  
Finally, after a further wait of 22 years, a return to the Certain Death Sump was 
planned, this time with diver Chris Jewell.  Following a successful dive in Cueva del 
Rio Chico, which luckily was only slightly further down the gorge, the diving 
equipment was moved from Chico to the Nacimiento entrance. 

 
8 CDG Newsletter No.73 (1984). 
9 The Year of the Dosser, Caves and Caving No. 31, Paul Ibberson (1986) and CDG Newsletter No 78 
(1986). 
10 Agua 86 and 87, SWCC (1988). 
11 Descent No. 114 (1993). 
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All rope from the previous dives was in a bad state of repair, not surprising given the 
length of time since the last visits, and so the waterfall pitch was re-climbed, re-
bolted and the traverses leading to the waterfall, along The Road to Certain Death 
streamway were re-rigged before the remining heavy and bulky diving equipment 
was transported to the base of the waterfall, ready for a dive. 
 
The next day the dive cylinders were hauled to the top of the pitch while Chris kitted 
up below, then having to prussik up the 8m pitch in his drysuit before donning all the 
remaining equipment.  Chris commenced the dive following the original line which 
ran in the narrow roof of the passage.  The visibility was good, and the floor could be 
seen below where it was much wider.  At -40m a doubled up line was encountered 
suggesting a line break ahead.  At -50m the old line ran out and Chris tied on his reel 
and followed a gravel floor under an arched roof.  At -65m the passage ended 
abruptly when a wall appeared directly in front.  The cave however turned sharply 
left in a tall rift.  This didn’t look promising at first, but dark spaces ahead offered the 
possibility of a larger opening.   Sure, enough after no more than 10m Chris entered 
a large passage at -60m depth.  Easy line laying followed, and the passage rose gently 
to around -50m depth then at -45m a wall appeared directly in front.  Rising up the 
diver followed this whilst scanning around and realised he was in a shaft.  
 

 

Picture: Certain Death Sump, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jewell). 

As he rose, he noticed the way on was behind him and at -30m entered a new 
horizontal section of cave.  This rose to -21m and continued until Chris was 
presented with several large blocks to pass between. Through these and into open 
water again the dive reached -9m for his first decompression stop.  Surface could be 
seen directly above but there was a much more appealing passage heading off at -
7m.  This was followed, after 10m of decompression completed, and surfaced in a 
large lake, with a small cascade providing some inflow.  
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Chris had to take off his bottles, then walk up the passage to find another sump no 
more than 10m away.  After portering the dive kit over dry land Chris dived into 
Sump 2.  An airbell was reached very quickly but the way on was underwater.  After 
40m he surfaced again in ongoing dry passage.   
 
This was explored with some possible climbs in the roof and two pools found at the 
base of some down climbs. A basic survey was completed, and the diver headed out, 
surveying both sumps on the way. 
 
Two days later Chris returned to make sure he had not missed anything underwater 
in the sumps and to check whether the pools at the furthest points were actually 
sumps.  Accessing the pools required taking a SRT kit and rope which were strapped 
to the cylinders.  
 
In excellent visibility Chris scoured the walls with a bright light in both sumps but no 
other ways on could be found. The small trickle of water entering Sump 1 appears to 
just seep through the rock, there is no flow between Sump 1 and Sump 2 and there is 
no obvious inlet into Sump 2.  
 
Out of the water after Sump 2 Chris investigated some possible climbs but they did 
not appear too exciting.  The two pools at the end were also investigated. In the first 
one Chris took a diving mask and torch and scouted round the pool, which would 
appear not to be a sump and does not have ongoing passage underwater.  
 
The second pool required a 20m rope with a deviation that drops into a much larger 
pool.  This looked more promising and has the potential to continue underwater.  
Transporting diving kit over and diving this sump wasn’t really feasible at this time 
and would require another diver to lower equipment down.  
 
Further thoughts on cave development 
No geomorphic work has been conducted in Nacimiento since the early expeditions, 
specifically by Pete Smart12, and much of the hypotheses remain uncontested. 
 
Historical dye traces have proven that we water appears in the Far Upstream Sump 
and flows down through Colin’s Climax into the Downstream Sump. This water 
reappears in the Parting Friends sump, continues into the Wigan Pier Sump, and 
emerges as the main stream seen in the entrance series. 
 
As of 2022 it is now known that the Certain Death Sump follows a similar profile to 
the Parting Friends Sump and both head towards an apparent convergence with the 
main stream coming from Colin’s Climax, somewhere below the Consort Hall area.   
 
The Road to Certain Death stream would have originally been a much larger stream 
than currently and is not comparable to the current size of the Parting Friends water, 
potentially suggesting it now serves as an overflow from the main stream. 

 
12 Tresviso 78, LUSS (1978), Tresviso 79, LUSS (1979) and Cave Science, Volume 11, No 4, December 
(1984). 
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The original route of the water, before finding the current lower levels, would have 
been potentially via two routes, Brian Boru’s Place via Boulder Hall, and the Road to 
Certain Death with both water courses merging and discharging via various routes 
over time.   
 
In the entrance series water entering Boulder Hall from Brian Boru’s discharged 
initially via high level and the lower routes into the Bypass.  A major trunk passage 
from the upstream sump in Road to Certain Death was also tributary to the Bypass 
and both waters discharged by Orangeade Arcade Passage, now choked by sediment 
in Premier Chamber.  13 
 
The Certain Death water appears at the waterfall climb and runs down the Road to 
Certain Death streamway, originally following the Roads to Freedom and probably 
discharging down the Ramp, before being captured by the lower Road to Ruin and 
then discharging part way up the Ramp.  Both routes would then initially have gone 
via Outer Mongolia, later finding a route down through Clapham Junction and out 
through the Upper Entrance.  
 
The current route of the Certain Death water is difficult to establish, due to the low 
flow, but there is a sumped connection14 between the Roads to Ruin and Spangle 
Junction, which in turn connects with the Wigan Pier water and this would appear 
the most obvious route for the water to re-join the main streamway and exit via the 
entrance.  

 

  

 
13 Tresviso 79, LUSS (1979) 
14 Tributary Stream Sump, CDG Newsletter No 85 (1987) 
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Terminal Sump, Cueva de la Rio Chico 
Chris Jewell 

 
History   
Cueva de la Rio Chico is smaller resurgence cave, located further down the Urdon 
gorge about 500m from the main Cueva del Nacimiento entrance.  It has been 
heavily modified as part of historic hydroelectric works and was probably a much 
large resurgence at one point. 
 
It was first explored by cavers from LUSS in 1976 and explored to the main upstream 
sump. 
 
In 1984 Colin Boothroyd dived Sump 1, dropping to -8m depth in a large 4m 
diameter tube, and proceeding for 40m to surface in a large chamber.  Sump 2 was 
discovered only 10m further on, which Colin dived to -15m in a belling out shaft, with 
no sign of the bottom.   
  
Two years later Steve Jones tackled the sump over two dives.  Sump 2 continued to 
descend down to -62m and was still continuing with no signs of a floor or walls in 
20m visibility. 
 
Two further dives in 1987 were made by Phil Hill and Steve Jones once more, but no 
further advancement made.  No further attempts were made at Chico until the early 
2010’s, when Rupert Skorupa made some dives, but the limit remained Steve’s point 
from 1986.    
 
2022 Expedition  
Chris Jewell planned to continue the diving exploration at the same time as the cave 
was resurveyed. A short and quite easy carry underground saw us at the sump pool 
after about 15 minutes of caving.  The entrance to Sump 1 is good dive base and 
Chris was ready quickly. Sump 1 was passed following the installed dive line, and 
Chris then staggered fully kitted into Sump 2, up a very small cascade.   
 
The visibility was a disappointing 4m in the large sump but following the original blue 
polyprop line Chris descended quickly to -45m where Steve Jones’ old reel was 
encountered. This was collected and used until a depth of -80m was reached and the 
old line ran out.  
 
Chris attached a new reel here and ran out 90m of new line in a large passage which 
was clean washed with very few belays.  The passage trended up to -65m before 
dropping steadily back down. Chris turned the dive at -79m after searching for a final 
belay to secure the line then surveyed back out of the cave. He completed 
approximately 2hrs of decompression with about an hour at 6m and a total dive time 
of 3hrs.  
 
Light kit was carried out of the cave, and a very slow ascent of the hill back to 
Tresviso, mindful of the long decompression dive  just completed. 
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Chico Sump 
Sump 1 is 30-40m long, depending on water levels,  reaching -10m depth, before 
reaching a small airbell and a little cascade.  Sump 2 follows immediately and is over 
200m long, reaching a depth of -80m.  It continues in a similar fashion at depth 
(2022). 
 

 

Picture: Sump 1, Cueva de la Rio Chico (Duncan Hornby). 

Further thoughts on cave development 
The hydrology of Rio Chico still remains largely unknown.  It has historically been 
proven, via a dye trace, that water from Cueva de la Marniosa, passes into Cueva del 
Nacimiento via the Far Upstream Sump and travels north east underneath the known 
cave to emerge in the Wigan Pier streamway and exit via the main entrance canal.   
 
This same water does not appear in Chico, suggesting that Chico may be the 
resurgence for some as yet, undiscovered parallel system.  This would most likely be 
coming from the southern side of Samelar and the Vao de Los Lobos valley. 
 
VL-52 is 1,159m vertically and 3,000m horizontally away from the furthest point in 
the Chico Sump. 
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Cave Descriptions 
 

T13 - Cueva del Nacimiento 
 
Location: WGS84 30T x: 0363921 y: 4789684 z: 480m 
Length: 18,017m 
Depth: +536m 

A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive 
details and surveys can be found in previous reports15 and the expedition website16. 
 
The following sections summarise the main discoveries made on the 2022 expedition. 
Further details of exploration are described in Appendix F & G: Expedition Log. 

Mendip Mission 

Leo’s Blowing Crack is a squeeze down behind a boulder around a corner to a small 
space, and a tight flat out squeeze follows (previously dug through). Progress is best 
made feet first, and easiest with SRT kit off.  The dig opens up to a continuing rift 
passage.  The passage has intermittent calcite flows, as well as debris, boulders, 
popcorn and stal.  A short P3 down is reached over a boulder (or squeeze below the 
boulder with care).  A P6 up a calcite flow then leads to a pit with a climb down 
flowstone (C3) and a pitch up the other side (P5). 
 
Continuing on, the passage reduces in size at a calcite obstruction, the way on is a 
2m upward squeeze on the right hand side.  This is on a thin crust of calcite with wet 
mud below (will become slippery with travel).  After the squeeze the proportions of 
the rift passage increase and quickly an awkward 5m free climb / pitch down through 
a hole is reached.  At the top of the climb a potential high passage is seen in the 
other side of the rift (requiring 10-15m aid climb, however this will likely remain in 
the same rift. 
 
At the bottom of the climb the rift passage is easy going.  A small pile of bones17 is on 
the floor. The proportions increase again, and large blocks fill the passage.  The way 
on is to stay low and traverse over the large blocks (staying high leads to a ledge 
overlooking the chamber).  Staying low the rift passage then opens out to a large 
chamber, formed at the intersection.  
 
The large chamber has multiple leads, straight across and high are two ways on 
(unexplored - possibly requiring easy aiding).  The chamber drops down to the left 
and a water drip is found, beyond this a well decorated rift is seen going off 
(unexplored). 
 

 
15 "Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An 
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987) 
16 http://www.tresvisocaves.info/ 
17 Small mammal like bones. 
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Turning right and heading upwards the passage continues to a flat area with a mud 
floor.  Further bones of another small mammal are found here.  A stoop / crawl 
under a lower part of the passage hits a draft coming into the cave.  The passage 
here continues trending upwards, past a very well decorated area of stalactites and 
stalagmites, into a 45 degree angled passage, with flowstone coming in on the left. 
This continues as an angled rift.  The rift is a lead left open, with options to go high, 
mid or low.  Pebbles resembling a river bed start to scatter the passage here.  
 
The low route appears to be the largest way on). It may also be possible to come in 
lower in the further back. 
 

 

Picture: The way on in Mendip Mission, Cueva del Nacimiento (Dave Powlesland). 
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Certain Death Sump 

At the end of The Road to Certain Death streamway there is an 8m high waterfall, 
The Wall.  A pitch up (re-bolted in 2022) reaches the lip of the waterfall and 
immediately encounters the perched Certain Death Sump. 
 
The sump pool is 3m long x 3m wide and the dive line starts at the right hand wall.  
The dive line follows a narrow roof trench and descends down to -50m, through an 
arched roof passage, with gravel floor.  At 200m from dive base and -65m depth the 
passage turns sharply left in a tall rift, that opens out after 10m into a large passage 
at -60m depth.   
 
The passage then starts to ascend and at -45m heads up a shaft, until at 300m from 
dive base and -30m depth a horizontal passage is encountered.  This continues to 
ascend, and at -21m passes through several large blocks before continuing to -7m, 
and then surfaces in a large lake, with a small cascade entering.  This is the end of 
Sump 1, 405m long and reaching a maximum depth of -65m. 
 
Sump 2 is 10m away, and quickly encounters an airbell, before surfacing after 40m, 
and a maximum depth of -4m. 
 
The passage beyond Sump 2 is dry and contains some potential climbs in the roof 
(unexplored) and 2 pools in the floor of the passage.  The first pool appears to be 
blind, with no apparent underwater continuation.   
 
The second one requires the rigging of a P7 (20m rope required) down into a much 
larger pool.  This looks more promising and has the potential to continue underwater 
as Sump 3 (unexplored). 
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Booming Catacombs18 

From the Bloody Lake below the Hall of the Green Domino, climb up 4m into a 
boulder strewn passage decorated with popcorn.  Follow the winding passage to a 
1m ledge down into a chamber.  On the far side of the chamber, along the right-hand 
wall, climb down a 3m hole in the floor to reach a downwards sloping boulder 
breakdown. 
 
Carefully follow this maze-like breakdown, occasionally marked with singed toilet 

 
18 The Booming Catacombs was first discovered in 1979 and the only survey is a hand drawn grade 1 
sketch with no scale or direction.   
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paper.  The head of a P22 is met at the lower right-hand side of the breakdown.   
Descend the 22m pitch into a chamber and head right (when facing away from the 
pitch) to find a calcited rift.   
 
Beyond the calcite, an upwards 5m technical/aid climb tops out into a perched gour 
pool.  Traverse this pool and scramble down into the 150’ Series, a 30m abseil down 
a slippery calcite ramp, broken by a ledge halfway down.  This lands in a rift which 
can be followed down to a wide chamber with a gentle stream running through it.  
 
This stream can be followed down and to the right (not visited in 2022).  The way to 
the Booming Catacombs is on the opposite side to the 150’ Series, along a tall sandy 
passage which leads to a rift on the left-hand side.  Climb this rift into a wide 
chamber with two rock pillars.  To the right of the rift (almost behind) is the aptly 
labelled Crap Crawl, but the way down to the Booming Catacombs is a 17m pitch 
opposite the rift that enters the chamber.   
 
According to a previous description this pitch can be bypassed by the low crawl to 
the left of the pitch, however this was found to emerge at the top of a 5m rift with 
no way to climb down, so this “bypass” will still require ropes to navigate.  
 

 

Picture: Sandy passage below the 150’ Series, Cueva del Nacimiento (Jack Dewison). 
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Orangeade Arcade Extensions 

Following the main passage from the top of The Ramp towards Boulder Hall.  At the 
bottom of the second down slope the route to Boulder Hall is a sharp left bend to 
the left.  Straight on is a slope up to Orangeade Arcade.  
 
About 2/3 of the way up the first slope is a route down and to the left (rope 
required) that re-joins the normal route a bit later.  The normal route is to continue 
upwards and then round to the left.  
 
At the top is another ramp down, best roped (rope can be attached to a natural 
thread on the left).  At the bottom of the slope there is a 3m climb to an aven on the 
right (unclimbed), the passage itself doglegs left and right.  There is a small passage 
in the bottom of the right hand wall, unexplored  
 
Down and up another slope a junction is reached.  On the right is the window 
overlooking the Filthy Ramp, on the left is a low passage that loops back to the main 
route.  

 

Picture: Orangeade Arcade, Cueva del Nacimiento (Julian Carter). 

Following on, the passage widens and passes a low route to the left (a way into 
Cappuccino Passage).  Opposite this is a gentle slope down over some ancient gour 
pools.  The ‘end’ has a low sloping passage or a climb over the top to a rift heading 
down (neither route pushed/passed)  
 
A bit further leads down a gentle calcite slope and left is the normal route into 
Cappuccino passage but continuing along the Orangeade Arcade the passage climbs 
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to a 3m step (bypass on right) and some more ancient gour pools and Premier 
Chamber.  On the right, high in the wall, is a loop back to the main route but the 
continuing passage sharp turns left.  On the right is the start of Polite Passage and is 
also where the loop back re-emerges.  The passage starts to get smaller and has a 
shallow trench indicating an ancient streamway has flowed.  A couple of low 
passages to the left re-join the main passage.  
 
Next, there is a cross rift (not explored) and further on a climb down into Orangeade 
Arcade, where the floor is covered with orange calcite.  There are three routes from 
here: Right and down slope and the passage gets lower (possible unexplored high 
level passage) until a small, decorated chamber is found; no way on.  Left is a low 
archway that can be followed for a few metres.  Upslope and left the passage ends in 
a perched pool about 24 inch diameter, no way on.  
 
The Filthy Ramp starts with a window with a floor of slippery calcite and needs 
rope.  After a 1.5 m climb down, it heads down and right to the top of a steep muddy 
ramp (plenty of stall to re-belay to) that heads down and round to the left.  Ducking 
round to the left a bat skeleton is found.  The passage continues past a climb up to a 
low chamber.  The route on is a U-turn to the left and some more low crawling to the 
top a couple of ramps (rope suggested).  Continues …  
 

 
 
Cappuccino Passage heads down a slope.  On the right is a smaller passage that re-
joins lower.  Two routes, upper and lower, emerge at the same chamber with a climb 
that joins the two.  Following the lower passage to the left and down slope there is a 
small letter box the enters The Dunny.  There is a rift off to the left that can be 
followed for 20 m with a chute entering in the middle.  
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Back in the small chamber, a climb up and over a wall leads to a further slope 
downwards and a muddy area that represents the remains of a sump.  
 
Polite Passage leaves the main route and then ducks under the left wall.  It then 
climbs up slope and continues gently upwards gradually getting smaller.  It ends in a 
low sandy crawl.  
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T19 - Cueva de la Marniosa 
 
Location: WGS84 30T x: 0361359 y: 4790462 z: 974m 
Length: 8,629m (including T20A Cueva de la Silvestre) 
Depth: -445m (from T20A Cueva de la Silvestre entrance to Beyond Sump 2) 

A full description of Cueva de la Marniosa is not provided here, but a comprehensive 
description and survey can be found in previous reports.19 
 
The following sections summarise the main discoveries made on the 2022 expedition.  
Further details of the exploration and discovery are described in Appendix F & G: 
Expedition Log. 
 

NCC Series 

Approx. 5 minutes further upstream from Corner Chamber is an obvious left hand 
turn under a calcite flow at stream level.  The calcite flow stretches up immediately 
in front and is an easy 15m climb up to a right hand turn and low flat out crawl, 
Stone Death Squeeze.  The crawl is only a body length and pops out into an obvious 
large chamber, filled with old stal and boulders.  
 
Immediately left is a calcite step up and traverse round a small pit to a window 
overlooking a near vertical pitch, surrounded with calcite.  This would appear to drop 
straight back into the stream.  Directly above is an unclimbed 15m scramble / pitch. 
 
Straight on, after the low crawl, continues into the main chamber.  At the end a small 
way continues through some stal, into a small wet antechamber and an eye hole into 
a potential continuation.  The continuation appears to draft but would need 
widening to access.  The survey would suggest this is directly above Corner Chamber. 
 
The NCC Series was first mentioned by the NCC from the 1980 expedition reports.  
The article suggests the passage series is almost 300m long, but no survey was 
conducted.  Currently the extensions stand at 107m long and only the 15m climb left 
to explore, which would appear not to have been attempted in 1980 
 

 
19 "An Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979) 
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Mourning Glory 

From the bottom of Papoose Pitch, before heading through the hole toward the 
main streamway, turn left over a large boulder and then up a muddy slope until you 
reach a 5m pitch up (rigged 2021). At the top there is a short traverse to the left. 
Straight over the traverse enters a boulder strewn area that continues to a rift 
section, this is BFG-9000.  The way on is along the obvious passage which continues 
15m to a junction. 
 
Left at the junction goes to a well decorated chamber floored with boulders. An easy 
squeeze leads to lower crawling passage that goes under the main passage until it 
finishes. Right at the junction leads to a small chamber where there is a higher level 
and a window into the rift section, beyond the initial traverse. The rift is over 15m 
deep, and the sound of water flow can be heard (most likely the main streamway).  
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Traversing along the rift, Knife Passage, for 10-15 m leads to a large window on the 
right.  This leads to a further passage, on the left, that continues to a crawling 
passage and end. On the right is a complicated layered set of passages that go under 
each other and have signs of old collapse. This area is quite well decorated with lots 
of fossil stal and flowstone.  

 

Picture: Octopus Flambe, Cueva de la Marniosa (Leo Bradley). 

 
Knife Passage continues along a deep vertical rift which  follows high above the main 
Marniosa streamway and trends downwards with plenty of calcite decoration and 
occasional holes in the floor down to stream level There are options to move along 
at several different levels and in some sections, there is walking passage, while in 
others a rope traverse is needed. Following the rift ahead leads to some more 
traversing and short pitches down, culminating in a right hand turn and short pitch 
into Octopus Flambé, a large breakdown chamber with lots of stacked boulders and 
mud covering the floor.  
 
There are several high level leads leading off of the chamber, and a very strongly 
drafting hole down at the far end.  The hole leads to a P15 straight into the main 
Marniosa stream. 
 
The draft appears to come from high in the continuing rift. It would be possible, but 
unpleasant to follow this - much better to head downstream and look for suitable 
climbs to regain the larger passage above. 
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Wet Welly Inlet 

Obvious small inlet just upstream from Papoose Pitch.  In low water a small wet slot 
leads into a small chamber beyond, which has flowstone running into it and closes 
down to a couple of inches heading upwards. 
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Squiffy’s Grotto 

In the Alien Weaponry chamber, below Ted Aven is a low crawl on the left, this leads 
to a steeply angled chamber 20m x 20m, with dangerously loose pits (presumed back 
to streamway level) at the bottom, and a well-decorated area at the top end (The 
Squiffy Grotto). 
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Moonmilk Highway 

Moonmilk Highway is accessible from Mud Chamber in the Extra Caverns Series. The 
initial approach is made by dropping 3m down into a roughly circular pit.  A bolt on 
the left can be used as a handline to get in and out of the pit. 
 
A hands and knees crawl is the only way on at floor level. The route is linear with 
only one passable left turn near its end.  Initially, the crawl is a degraded calcite false 
floor, but in places, it is possible to stand briefly before being forced back to hands 
and knees. A short tight squeeze (for the larger caver) leads to a pool on a bend 
which is stepped over.  
 
Another crawl is passed leading into a walkable rift section. Above, is a relatively 
easy climb into an aven, but this was not pushed, and it should be noted the surface 
was quite friable. 
 
The rift continues past a too-narrow turning on the left with a tantalising view of a 
pool.  Only a few meters further on a junction is reached, both the route to the left 
and straight on end soon after. 
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99 Flake 

At Mud Chamber, in the Extra Caverns Series, a number of routes diverge.  At the far 
side of Mud Chamber is 1m climb down into the immature stream, coming in from 
the left.  Straight on is a small climb out of the stream.  On the left, almost 
immediately, is the bottom of a calcite flow, this is the base of 99 Flake. 
 
A loose 10m climb leads to a junction, straight on continues up for another 10m to a 
tight section.  The right hand route leads to a 10m climb up to a chamber with no 
way on.  In the base of the chamber a tight passage leads back to the second 10m 
climb. 
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T11 - Cueva de la Rio Chico 
 
Location: WGS84 30T x: 0 364417 y: 4789200 z: 455m 
Length: 1,167m 
Depth: -108m 

Cueva de la Rio Chico was first explored in the early LUSS expeditions. Early details 
and surveys can be found in previous reports20 and the expedition website21.  
However, in 2022 it was comprehensively resurveyed, and the terminal sump dived 
once more.  An updated description is provided below. 
 
Location :  
Follow the track from Tresviso down to Cueva del Nacimiento.  Rather than cross the 
bridge to Cueva del Nacimiento, continue down the track on the north side of the 
gorge for approximately 200m to another bridge crossing the river. Follow the track 
on the south side of the gorge now, which trends up and meets the canal.  
 
Walk along the outside of the canal for approximately 400m to an obvious ‘platform’ 
over the canal. If the water is low enough drop down into the canal and wade for 
another 400m, through tunnels, to another obvious platform with the Cueva del Rio 
Chico entrance behind the obvious sluice gate. 
 

 

Picture : Cueva de la Rio Chico (Duncan Hornby). 

 
20 "Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An 
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987) 
21 http://www.tresvisocaves.info/ 
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Description: 
The main passage has been enlarged by blasting and the stream is carried by a man-
made canal for the first 200m. 50m in on the left hand side is an obvious pitch 
behind a low wall. This P6 leads to the Chico Nino series (2022).  Past the P6 the 
canal continues for another 50m to another low wall on the left and a small mined 
series of passages.  Slightly further on, in the main passage, is a climb in the roof, 
with obvious stemples in place. This has not been explored.  
 
Just round the corner is the first cascade, this is a c15, following a line of stemples on 
the right hand side. The climb continues for another 20m upwards to connect to a 
higher level, but the way on is to the left, following the water.  20m further on a 
large chamber is reached with an obvious man made concrete overflow channel. A 
climb to the left closes down quickly. An obvious ramp behind and to the right, as 
you enter the chamber, leads to 50m of large, inclined passage, with an 
undescended pitch at the end (possibly back to the main stream below, but 
unconfirmed). 
 
A hole on the right connects back to the top of the P15 cascade and immediately 
opposite this is a small ramp up leading to an awkward c6 into small chamber. 
Heading down, the passage gets bigger and there are holes on the left, down to the 
stream and 2 obvious ramp climbs in the roof. 
 
Following the passage down eventually leads back to the stream, left connects, after 
30m to the ‘overflow’ chamber but the main way on is to the right. The main stream 
can be followed, via increasingly deeper sections or a number of obvious short 
bypasses can be taken (follow the iron stemples) to re-join up at a shallow cascade 
and either a final wet section or another bypass to reconvene at the main sump pool.  
There is a draughting but impassably tight hole above Sump 1 and a possible climb 
on the left hand side as you enter the sump chamber. 
 
Sump 1 is 30m long, reaching -10m depth, before reaching a small airbell and a little 
cascade.  
 
Sump 2 is over 200m long, reaching a depth of -80m.  It continues in a similar fashion 
but at depth (2022). 
 
Chico - Nino Series 
Descending the pitch behind the first wall, approximately 6m to rebelay on miners' 
stake and deviation approximately 8m. The route below, about 3m, is blocked with 
rubble, a square cut adit with concrete floor leads off, water is met, this sinks on the 
left hand side into more mining debris and possibly a buried metal doorway/ sluice, 
continuing the water enters from a choke at the top of a slope, probably from the 
main Chico cave above. 
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Sistema Sara 
 
Location: WGS84 30T x: 0 361437 y: 4785242 z: 1820m. 
Length: >4,000m  
Depth: -644m  

• T78 0361298 4785314 1860m 

• T79 0361267 4785308 1881m 

• T80 0361288 4785287 1880m 

• T82 KAREN 0361257 4785315 1880mT84 0361257 4785321 1880m 

• T92 0361247 4785245 1883m 

Sistema Sara was first explored in the early LUSS expeditions. Early details and 
surveys can be found in previous reports22 and the expedition website23.  However, in 
2022 it was re-rigged in order to dive the terminal sump. An updated description is 
provided below. 
 
Location: 
The entrance is on the west side of an extensively mined valley basin, situated 
between the peaks of Samelar, San Carlos and Mancondiu.  Starting at Caseton de 
Andara take the obvious zig-zag tracks that head up the spoil heaps directly behind 
the refugio. An obvious junction is reached (marked with an enclosed red tinted 
pool), to the right leads to Pozo de Andara but left heads toward an obvious col to 
the South of Mancondiu.  This is the quickest way to Vegas de Andara and an 
obvious track can be followed all the way into the depression.  Sara is the obvious 
largest spoil heap to the west of the depression. 

 
22 "Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An 
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987) 
23 http://www.tresvisocaves.info/ 
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Picture: T78 entrance (Rob Middleton) 

 
The T78 entrance is located above the main Sara entrance.  Follow the obvious 
miner’s track on the  before entering the Sara spoil heaps and follow it to the top of 
the ridge.  T78 is the final entrance at the top. 
 
Description: 
The partially collapsed entrance is directly above a large spoil heap and is marked 
SARA in red letters. A very strong draught emanates from the entrance.  The 
entrance is in a dangerous state of collapse.  Entry via T78 is advisable.  

Note 1: Sara is a deep and very strenuous cave system which should only be 
attempted by experienced and well organised groups.  

Note 2: The Sara system consists of many mine passages and entrances.  The natural 
system is divided into two main sections.  Sara I is a shallow cave into which Sara IV 
connects.  Sara II is -591m deep and consists of the mainstream cave to the original 
sump and also the Rio Mancondiu series.   

Sara III connects into the main system higher up the Heinous Shaft and is best 
accessed from the T78 Entrance. 
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The main Sara entrance starts as a crawl through collapsed boulders to a walking 
sized mined passage.  Follow the passage for 100m until a junction is reached.  Left 
leads to Sara II, right leads to Sara I and Sara III. 

 

Picture: Stacked deads, Sistema Sara (Helen Fairclough). 

Sara I 
The right-hand route continues as mine passage passing through and above 
numerous mined workings. A turn on the right leads to Sara III.  The first pitch is 16m 
to a canyon passage.  Upwards soon chokes but downwards a descending passage 
leads to a 4m and 14m pitch in an impressive shaft. 
 
A small climb up at the foot of the P14 leads to the Reseau Perspehone series.  This is 
approx. 40m long with several unexplored avens and a rift type meander at the end. 
 
A large phreatic tube continues steeply downwards to a 3m pitch and 50m of 
sporting climbs.  After passing a small boulder chamber and down a 30-degree ramp, 
the final pitch of 30m is reached.  Below a small, silted tube soon sumps.  
 
Sara IV 
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Shortly before Sara I take the left-hand turn into mined passage.  The passage forks 
and taking the left-hand route reaches a shaft in the right-hand wall. A P12 past 
obstacles reaches a wooden platform, above a flooded shaft.  Across the planks, 
through a passage on the left reaches a high rift.  Past another flooded passage on 
the right, reaches an impressive passage full of stemples.  Passage descends to small 
hole and climb down into tight rift to enter above the P4 (second pitch) in Sara I. 
 
Sara III 
The right-hand passage leads to a further junction, left leading up towards T82 Karen 
and numerous surface entrances (T78, T79, T80, T81, T84 and T92).  Right leads to a 
3m climb up and further mine passage, passing a flooded shaft on the left and after 
another 10m a climb up at the end.  A crawl under a large boulder leads to the tight 
take-off the first pitch down the Heinous Shaft (Pozo de los Culebrones) (with pitches 
of P38 and P196, including 19 rebelays) landing on the same boulder pile at the 
bottom of the shaft.  This route is not as wet!   
 
Note: This route was re-bolted with through-bolts in 2022 using multiple (20+) 
rebelays. The longest single drop is now 29m. Note: a significant amount of loose 
material was removed, and the shaft still proves hazardous. Best tackled in pairs 
together to avoid knocking rocks on someone far below.  
 
Sara II 
Back at the main junction from the entrance, the left turn leads to a scramble over 
mine debris to the first pitch in Sara (Sara II) The bottom of this a 6m drop lands on a 
sloping boulder floor and the way on is via a 2m climb and a crawl.  Branching to the 
left the second pitch of 7m is reached. From the bottom of this, a slope of mine 
rubble leads to the next pitch of 12m, narrow at the top, but opening out straight 
away.  This lands part way up a narrow rift, which soon becomes low as well as tight.  
It joins another inlet passage at a difficult 2m climb.  A short traverse leads to the 
head of the 180m Heinous Shaft. This can be descended with rebelays at 28m, 32m, 
35m and 88m.  
 
The final 88m pitch lands on a sloping, boulder floor.  In the topmost corner of the 
boulder choke a ladder climb down a loose boulder tube leads to a free hanging 44m 
pitch in an impressive rift.   

The pitch lands on a large boulder floor. The route on is up the boulder slope and 
then down to the right.  After a short distance the streamway is re-joined just before 
the next pitch of 12m, which is wet at the bottom. The water soon sinks into 
boulders and the way on is up to the right.  At the top of a muddy boulder slope is an 
awkward 2m climb down (best treated as an abseil) to the head of a 24m drop.  Free 
hanging all the way the pitch lands on a large boulder ledge. Climbing down to the 
chamber floor the streamway is reached.   

A climb of 10m from here leads to the Rio Mancondiu extensions. 

The way on soon becomes low, and a crawl for 10m leads to a traverse and 2m climb 
down to avoid a large pool.  The way on is to traverse at various levels until an 8m 
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pitch is reached. This lands beyond a pool in a moderately sized damp chamber, 
historically the site of underground camps. An unclimbed aven enters above this 
chamber. 

Continuing from the chamber soon leads to more traversing and climbs until, after 
50m, the passage widens, and a short duck is reached (easily bypassed in the rift 
above).  From the other side of the duck a series of short cascades and climbs lead to 
a muddy ledge which must be traversed to reach the head of the next pitch which is 
10m long. This lands in large, water washed passage and the way on is down a series 
of sporting pitches the lengths of which are 5m, 10m, 6m, 16m, 5m, 14m and 12m, 
the last of which is particularly wet due to inlets entering from high in the roof.   A 
climb, followed by a short walk and traverse leads to the head of an impressive 43m 
pitch which again is wet at the bottom (can be rigged at a higher level and leads 
directly into the P9, P8 and P8 below).   

From the 6m pitch a route over the top can bypass the next 3 pitches to a 27m pitch 
at the head of the 14m pitch. The route can be followed further, at high level, under 
an unclimbed inlet to a P10 and P46, dropping in just after the P43.  There are further 
climbs in this high level that have not been attempted. 

Pitches of 9m and 8m follow immediately.  From the bottom of the next 8m pitch the 
dry oxbow route is taken to the head of a dry 7m pitch.  

A climb up boulders here leads to an unclimbed aven (probably part of higher level 
above the P43) and a passage looking down over the main route. 

After only 10m the next drop of 23m is reached.  This lands amongst spray and 
boulders in a large chamber.  

The way on is opposite the last pitch, along a narrow rift passage.  The floor soon 
drops away and a traverse for 10m leads to the head of the next pitch of 24m.  The 
pitch lands under the full force of the water on a small ledge.  Pitches of 11m, 9m 
and 4m follow rapidly.  

At this point the cave takes a more horizontal line in impressive sporting meanders.  
After about 80m a small chamber is reached.  The way on is up and over a large 
boulder.  At this point the passage narrows and the way on involves a series of 
traverses, climbs and tight squeezes.  Not far after the last climb of 5m the passage 
once again opens out into generous proportions.   

Several inlets enter the cave at this point contributing significantly to the size of the 
streamway.  Continuing on at stream level soon leads to the last pitch of 9m.  This 
lands in a spacious, mud floored chamber.   

A ramp / climb of 10m leads to pitches of 18m, 6m and 6m dropping back into the rift 
main passage below. 
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Walking to the far end of the chamber the streamway enters a huge rift passage, The 
Sara Depression.  After a short distance the passage is blocked by large fallen 
boulders.  The easiest way on is along a low wet crawl to the left of the passage, 
after 30m the crawl re-joins the main passage.  Only 10m on from this the Sara 
Terminal Sump is reached (at -591m). A climb up leads to a 10m pitch that drops 
back to the sump. 

The sump has been dived in 2022, with 34m of progress being made in heavily silt 
filled passage eventually becoming too low to proceed without digging. A maximum 
depth of 12m was reached at the terminus. The sump was visited in low flow 
conditions, and it is thought any chance of success would be best made during spring 
where snowmelt might provide enough flow to blow some of the silt out of the 
sump. 

 

Picture: Sara Terminal Sump, Sistema Sara (Ian Peachey). 
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Rio Mancondiu.24 

Starting as a narrow rift it climbs up for approximately 30m before continuing down 
as a narrow rift. The extension is interesting as although it collects many inlets and 
has many fossil passages leading off, it never acts as a main drain as the waters 
quickly exit through the floor. The extension ends in a sump. This appears to be 20m 
directly above the Sara 2 sump. There may be a bypass, but this may just drop into 
Sara 2 

A 10m climb up leads to a narrow rift, a 4m ramp and then a 3m ramp to a meander, 
Wilfrieds Tunneltje, which is 250m of awkward passage, eventually reaching a sandy 
crawl and a large cold draft.  A tight squeeze leads down to a P41 called Frank’s 
Fantasie.  The pitch is exceedingly muddy and slippery and leads to a P5. 

A 230m long nasty rift (Dre’s Miserie) follows, that gets progressively worse and 
generally should be followed at its highest point. Anna’s Pot, a P10, follows leading 
to a lot of crawling passage to a P22 and a P7.  The P7 is very wet and followed by a 
split P17(?) pitch, to a chamber (1987 camp site, approx. 4 hours from entrance once 
rigged). 

A P18 and a muddy P12 follow (Koen’s Kot) to a muddy rift and crawl to a P6 (Jan’s 
Jolijt).  A 20m meander leads to big and wet P40 (Wim’s Waterval). A nasty, wet, and 
cold rift continues for 20m to a junction. 

Left at the junction leads up for 100m, via easy walking passage, to a small quiet 
chamber (Bieke’s Zaal).  An unclimbed c4 may lead to a continuation of the 
passage. Good place for a camp but no water 

Right at the junction leads to another meander and a P15 to a large platform 
(Patrick’s Paniek).  30m of meander arrives at the next pitch, a P5, to 200m of 
meander, a 3m ramp and another P5.  A lot of the passage is narrow and unstable. 

At the end of the rift is a small chamber, and then another meander to a P41.  A 
continuation of the meander may be seen on the far side of the pitch head. 

The P41 lands in a circular sump pool, with no apparent way on at -571m depth. 

Note: The survey of Sara suggests that the Rio Mancondiu sump is 20m directly 
above the main Sara sump!  Following discussion with the original explorers, due to 
difficulties with surveying equipment, corrections to heights etc. it is thought that 
these sumps are most likely to be the same sump. The final P41 possibly being direct 
into the sump pool, just beyond the main terminal sump pool. 

 

 

 
24 Discovered and explored by Verbond van Vlaamse Speleologen 1986-1987 
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Other Exploration 
 

Tresviso 

T6 Torca del Joyu 

Location: WGS84 UTM 30T x : 0364606 y : 4790859 z : 844m  
Length:  116m 
Depth: -14m 
 
Location :  
In the centre of Tresviso village behind the YHA (Albergue Juvenil Tresviso) and set 
into the side of the hill is an obvious gravelled platform with picnic tables.  An 
information sign marks the start of metal steps down into the cave. 
 

 

Picture: T6 Torca del Joyu entrance (Phil Walker) 

 
Description:  
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The steps lead down to a metal walkway across a large chamber, with a second 
boulder sloped entrance out to the surface and a small passage straight on, to a wet 
puddle and a muddy climb up.  Nothing else of interest. 
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Valdediezma 

T225 Torca Bromista 

Location: WGS84 UTM 30T x : 0360863 y : 4789082 z : 1375m  
Length:  186m 
Depth: -130m 
 
Location: 
Going from Tresviso to Sotres, leave the track after just traversing the head of the 
Sobra valley and climb up the ridge of the Valdediezma. Pass over the first high point 
and after it in the first small depression, down on the RHS of the cliff face lies the 
entrance (100m further along from T219 just before a grassy bowl, just below the 
summit is an area of fissured rock containing the entrance) 
 
Description: 
Area of fissured rock containing an obscure entrance amongst boulders.  From the 
entrance the head of the first pitch is immediately encountered. The first pitch is 
10m deep and fairly tight, with a constriction halfway down before it opens slightly. 
This pitch can be free climbed however many of the holds in the upper section are 
jammed boulders of questionable stability.  
 
The first pitch leads straight to a large ledge at the head of the second pitch. The 
second pitch is 50m deep and is a large clean washed alpine pot. Pitches 1 and 2 are 
best rigged using one 90m rope; traverse off the ledge with two bolts on the left hand 
wall for protection to the head of the pitch, one through bolt and one spit hanger, to 
allow a free hang descent to the floor.  
 
Note:  Boulders knocked off the first pitch can fall down the whole length of the 
second pitch, so it's best to wait at the head of the second pitch until everyone is up 
the second pitch on exit.  
 
From the base of the second pitch the cave continues as a wide meander down to 
the top of a short climb/pitch. At the bottom of the climb is a small chamber with a 
tight meander leading off opposite.   This meander leads over the very tight head of 
the third pitch and continues to a dead end after a few meters. The third pitch is very 
tight at the head before opening out below.  
 
The third pitch is accessed through a tight slot and 22m to a large ledge with the way 
on straight ahead. At the bottom of the pitch to the right is a small pot of about 5m 
which is chocked up with gravel and doesn’t continue. 
 
5m from the bottom of the third pitch, straight ahead is the fourth pitch head. The 
pitch then drops a further 15m to the bottom of the pitch series.  
 
This is a medium sized, circular chamber. The only way on is a crawl in the left-hand 
wall.  The crawl is blocked by a boulder but, a strong draft and visible open passage 
beyond suggests this is where the continuation of the cave goes, 
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Picture: Torca Bromista (Callum Simmonds). 
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Sierra del a Corta 

T510 Cueva del Entre Cuetos 

Location: WGS84 UTM 30T x : 0364763 y : 4787963 z : 1305m  
Length: 319m 
Depth: -115m 
 
Location:  
From the Jitu Escarandi carpark head over the obvious small col and skirt round the 
right hand side heading for the obvious gap between two small cols. Follow the track 
down-hill, through a leafy area. An obvious depression contains a small pile of rocks 
dug from the entrance and a cheese cave door is visible low and, on the right. 
 
Description:  
The entrance passage slopes down to a chamber with evidence of cheese storage 
racks on the left. A high-level tube on the left has not been explored. The passage 
continues down through to a short drop down to a junction. Left and up leads to an 
awkward crawl up to a low boulder strewn chamber. Straight ahead leads to a short 
flat out crawl to a calcited section of passage. A low slot on the right leads to a 
muddy tube descending to a tight squeeze. Beyond the squeeze the passage 
continues but has not been explored. 
 
Back at the junction a low crawl at floor level, with an obvious draft, is the way on 
deeper into the cave. The passage turns sharp right to a very tight section, The 
Constriction of Doom. The constriction is approx. 6m long, with the tightest bit in the 
middle, ending on a small debris filled chamber. Straight ahead over further debris 
leads to a dead end. The way on is down through an obvious hole in the floor, to The 
Corkscrew, best tackled feet first facing into the cave. 
 
At the bottom a crawl arrives at the top of the first 10m pitch. The second pitch 
follows immediately and is another 10m to an awkward 4m climb down to a 
chamber. 
 
The passage descends to the top of the third Sword Pitch.  
 
A bolted traverse across the wall from the pitch head leads to the start of what 
appears to be a large older passage which immediately chokes with mud and 
boulders. There is a possible dig on the left hand side of the passage, but this is not 
considered to be a promising prospect due to the lack of draft. 
 
The pitch is 30m, split with a rebelay approx. 5m down. At the base of Sword Pitch a 
2m climb up on the right-hand side leads to the start of the fourth (6m) and fifth 
(5m) pitches, which can be rigged as one. At the bottom of the fifth pitch a low crawl 
leads back to a pitch parallel to Sword Pitch, but this has not been explored. 
 
A winding rift passage leads to the sixth (4m) pitch into the Waiting Room, a small 
sandy chamber. At the bottom of the chamber a series of flat out crawls leads to a 
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tight rift with a draught The Departure Lounge. The rift has been enlarged at the 
head of the seventh (7m) pitch, quickly leading to the eight (8m) and ninth (10m) 
pitches.  
 
The final pitch lands in a roomy chamber which has been completely filled with 
breccia at some point in the past. A climb over the top of this breccia leads to a large 
high chamber completely chokes after around 30m. A small drafting hole calcited 
hole at the far end seems to drop down into the immature passage underneath the 
breccia. A route through breccia at the far end of the final chamber, opposite where 
the final pitch lands, leads to a drop down at the end of the chamber and an 
immature streamway. The streamway drafts but is tight. It can be forced round a 
right-hand and then left-hand bend to a lowering of the roof. The passage continues 
beyond and appears to drop slightly but attempts to push further along have failed. 
This is considered to be modern immature development and not likely to be worth 
further effort. 
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T742 Sima Vuc Pot 

Location: WGS84 UTM 30T x : 0361948 y : 4788450 z : 1320m  
Length: 70m 
Depth: -53m 
 
Location:  
From the Jitu de Escarandi carpark take the track to Bejes down the hairpins until the 
farmers track is seen on the RHS. During the descent of the hairpins, make note of 
the nearest rocky outcrop, Sima Vuc Pot is located here. Take the farmers track and 
follow it to the top, then trend right towards the rocky outcrop, passing AS2 (a short 
blind pot, 0361802 4788448 1290m), there is no track, and it is best to follow a GPS.  
 
Description:  
Sima Vuc Pot is located in an area of obvious shake holes with fluted sides, labelled 
as AS3.  At least 2, but probably all 3 shake holes connect.   
 
The original 2018 entrance is the middle shake hole and the first pitch, from the 
surface, is 15m and rigged from nearby tree, with a re-belay on a boulder.  

At the base of the pitch is a double opening in the side of the shaft, with a strong 
draught. This leads directly to the 2nd pitch of 16m. The 2nd pitch begins quite 
narrow, but quickly opens up to a sizable boulder chamber, with the pitch continuing 
below. The boulder chamber was not explored, as the draught came from below. 

The 2022 entrance (and easiest) is on the south side of the shake holes and starts as 
a short canyon heading west. After 2 short down climbs, the canyon turns north and 
descends to a pitch head. Rigged from a large boulder and two bolts a 12m free-
hanging descent lands on a ledge. 2 bolts give a further 6m free hang to the floor and 
connects to the 2018 route. 

At the base of the 2nd pitch, a narrow descending meander leads to a 6m down 
climb and a small chamber. The meander becomes very tight, and a draught is 
present.  The passage has been enlarged and can be followed at a high level 
(traverse line advisable), through a muddy constriction, with the floor approx. 10m 
below.  It is possible to drop down the meander just before the constriction to an 
undescended muddy pot.  

At the end of the meander is a muddy pitch of 15m, re-belayed at 3m, dropping into 
a large meandering passage, 10-15m tall and 2-3m wide, with the walls covered in 
white degraded calcite.  The passage is approx. 30m to another small pot. The 
bottom of this pot appears to have surface debris, so possible carrying water from 
the surface.    

The continuing meander gets smaller, and a rift in the floor shows a mud covered 
floor below, around 6m below.  The rift would need enlarging to gain access 
further.   
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Summary 
 
The 2022 expedition has continued to build on the successes of previous trips 
discovering over 1.5km of new cave and several new leads. Over 4km of existing cave 
was also resurveyed to improve accuracy of old data and provide a better picture of 
the interconnected systems. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Mendip Mission 
In 2021 the way on was stopped at a tiny calcited crack.  Despite being told by 
numerous people that ‘it was a waste of time’, a team of 3 spent 4 hours hammering 
away at the constriction and eventually passed it to around 60m of new cave and a 
climb.  A second group passed the climb and found over >200m of new cave and 
multiple ways on.  This is an exciting discovery, and the new passage lies on an 
obvious fault.  The 2023 expedition will concentrate heavily on this new lead. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Road to Certain Death 
A last minute addition to objectives.  The Certain Death sump has remained un-dived 
since 2000, but after 2 days of rigging and kit hauling a diver entered the sump and 
quickly found the way on at the limit of previous exploration.  Another 200m of 
sumped passage (making 405m total) surfaced into dry passage and a further sump.  
The second sump was passed after 40m to a dry chamber and several possibilities for 
future exploration. 
 
Cueva del la Marniosa – Other 
Approx. 1km of cave was resurveyed (500m of it being new).  Frustratingly a lot of 
question marks from the 70’s surveyed proved to have been visited and contained 
surveying ‘stations’ (but no drawing up anywhere!).  However, a number of new 
leads have been identified, including some high level climbs approaching the first 
sump.  These will be visited in 2023 as they may provide a route past the sump for 
dry cavers to aid divers at the far end of Marniosa. 
 
The Alien Weaponry avens were climbed but remain ongoing. 
 
Cueva del Rio Chico – Sump 
Another last minute addition to objectives.  Chico sump 2 was also dived in the first 
few days of the expedition.  Unfortunately, it continued at depth (-80m) and 
continues in similar fashion for over 80m 
 
Sistema Sara 
Sara was re-rigged over the first week of the expedition and the sump dived soon 
after.  It continued for around 30m at a depth of -22m.  Unfortunately, it proved to 
be heavily silted and zero visibility, but it does push the cave to over -644m deep.  
This depth has been calculated from entry via the resurveyed T78 entrance to this 
furthest point.  The cave was then derigged with a few days spent looking at the area 
of Leper’s Lament, following discussions with 80’s cavers on big ‘cathedral sized’ 
voids to be explored.  These did not amount to much more than alcoves and pitches 
dropping back into the known cave. 
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Picture: (Standing L- R) Callum Simmonds, Dickon Morris, Alex Hannam, Claire Vivian, Rob 
Middleton, Helen Fairclough, Duncan Hornby, Ana Moradiellos Barreiros 

(Sitting L-R) Dave Powlesland, Phil Walker, Alan Braybrooke, Ian Holmes, Chris Jewell, 
Julian Carter, John Roe, Bob Clay, Leo Bradley, Arwel Roberts, Toby Dryden, Ian Peachey, 

Dan Workman, Sam Deely, Chris Jones, Jim Smith, Derek Cousins 

Not shown: Paul Ibberson, Simon Lowis, Alberto Ortega, Jack Dewison 
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Appendix A: Expedition Members 
 
In total 27 people from 10 different clubs were involved in the 2022 expedition: 
 
Bradford Pothole Club (BPC) 
Phil Walker 
Dan Workman 
Sam Deeley 
Alan Braybrooke  
 
Cardiff Hill Divers (CHD) 
Chris Jones 
Dave Powlesland 
Ian Holmes 
Dickon Morris 
 
South Bristol Speleological Society (SBSS) 
Bob Clay 
Arwel Roberts 
 
Sheffield University Speleological Society (SUSS) 
Leo Bradley 
Rob Middleton 
Helen Fairclough 
Jack Dewison 
 
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) 
Toby Dryden 
Claire Vivian 
John Roe 
Si Lowis 
Duncan Hornby 
 
University of Leeds Speleological Association (ULSA) 
Ian Peachey 
 
Bristol Exploration Club (BEC) 
Chris Jewell 
 
Northern Cave Club (NCC) 
Paul Ibberson 
 
Shepton Mallett Caving Club (SMCC) 
Alex Hannam 
Callum Simmonds 
 
Grupo de Espeleologia Geologicas (GEG) 
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Alberto Ortega 
 
Unattached 
Derek Cousins 
Jim Smith 
 

 

Picture: AN-55, Minas de Mazarrasa (Julian Carter).  
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Appendix B: Permission & Permits 

 
The 2022 expedition was run in association with the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club 
of Madrid with exploration permits granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the 
National Park, and the Cantabrian Government. 
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Appendix C: Cave Locations 
 
The original locations from the earlier expeditions are largely inaccurate when 
plotted into modern GPS devices.  The following are either new sites or older 
entrances re-logged.  Datum WGS84 UTM. 
 

Cave Area Zone Easting Northing Altitude 

T6 Torca del Joyu Tresviso 30T 364606 4790859 844m 

T173 Torca del Cueto 
de Los Calabreros 

Pico Boro 30T 359759 4786831 1685m 

T780 Torca Canelones Pico Boro 30T 359235 4786738 1708m 

T762 (DI1) Sobra Valley 30T 360497 4789626 1164m 

T763 (DI2) Sobra Valley 30T 360502 4789657 1165m 

T764 (DI3) Sobra Valley 30T 360728 4789657 1130m 

T765 (DI4) Sobra Valley 30T 360774 4790073 1115m 

T766 (DI5) Sobra Valley 30T 360759 4790077 1118m 

T84  Vegas de Andara 30T 361258 4785316 1870m 

T79  Vegas de Andara 30T 361265 4785309 1871m 

T78  Vegas de Andara 30T 361300 4785319 1884m 

T78B  Vegas de Andara 30T 361294 4785292 1872m 

T78C   Vegas de Andara 30T 361338 4785339 1883m 

T78D   Vegas de Andara 30T 361369 4785348 1867m 

2.21 Vegas de Andara 30T 361336 4785318 1873m 

2.2 Vegas de Andara 30T 361343 4785310 1876m 

S7 ?  Vegas de Andara 30T 361359 4785316 1865m 

AN38  Vegas de Andara 30T 361225 4785308 1879m 

T900  Valdediezma 30T 360787 4788783 1337m 

AN-65 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360908 4784568 2009m 

AN-64 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360897 4784548 2020m 

AN-61 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360997 4784589 1977m 

T331 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 361059 4784452 2056m 

HO-60 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 361350 4784792 1894m 

HO-16 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360736 4784569 2111m 

HO-15 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360736 4784554 2114m 

HO-61 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360754 4784456 2117m 

HO-62 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360780 4784388 2100m 

HO-63 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360787 4784432 2093m 

HO-64 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360945 4784548 2001m 

HO-65 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360949 4784563 1997m 

AN-60 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360997 4784588 1979m 

AN-182 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 360927 4784895 1853m 

HO-66 Hoyo Oscuro 30T 361050 4784868 1977m 

T520 (TD1) Sierra del a Corta 30T 362733 4789296 1041m 

T521 (TD3) Sierra del a Corta 30T 362734 4789251 1050m 

T522 (TD4) Sierra del a Corta 30T 362680 4788886 1246m 

T523 Sierra del a Corta 30T 363337 4789285 1079m 

T524 Sierra del a Corta 30T 363314 4789219 1092m 
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T525 Sierra del a Corta 30T 361938 4787862 1339m 

T526 Sierra del a Corta 30T 361779 4787942 1331m 

T732 Sierra del a Corta 30T 361906 4788446 1327m 

PB-20 Pico Boro 30T 360159 4786011 1761m 

PB-21 (Minas X3)  Pico Boro 30T 360140 4785995 1769m 

PB-22 Pico Boro 30T 360121 4786034 1758m 

PB-23 (Minas 5) Pico Boro 30T 360095 4786046 1759m 

PB-24 (Minas G4) Pico Boro 30T 360075 4786024 1756m 

CS-14 Cueto Senderos 30T 359317 4785796 1975 

T58 (CS-38) Cueto Senderos 30T 359689 4785775 1860m 

CS-7 Cueto Senderos 30T 359232 4785426 2056m 

CS-8 Cueto Senderos 30T 359228 4785410 2063m 

CS-41 Cueto Senderos 30T 359067 4785187 2117m 

HE-6 Hoyo Evangelista 30T 360805 4784155 2196m 

SC-60 San Carlos 30T 361487 4784238 2089m 

SC-61 San Carlos 30T 361891 4784713 2052m 

SC-62 (S45?) San Carlos 30T 361920 4784483 2130m 

SC-63 San Carlos 30T 361974 4784743 2070m 

S-55 Samelar 30T 362638 4785100 2191m 

S-71 Samelar 30T 362126 4785614 2103m 

Table: 2022 grid locations, UTM WGS-84 datum. 
 
This information is collated and published on the expedition website: 
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/ 
 
Additionally, the large collection of old and new survey data is being updated, 
modernised, and stored with the UK national cave registry archive (http://cave-
registry.org.uk/) under the Andara dataset. 
 
 

  

http://www.tresvisocaves.info/
http://cave-registry.org.uk/
http://cave-registry.org.uk/
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Appendix D: Surveying 
 
The following table details the passage explored and surveyed during the 2022 
expedition: 

 
Cave Survex Name Date Surveyors Length 

T6 Torca del Joyu torca_joyu 04/05/2022 PW 114.42 

Cueva de la Marniosa marniosa_papoose_downstream 05/05/2022 DC, BC 165.59 

Cueva de la Marniosa grim_inlet 07/09/2022 JD, LB 14.11 

Cueva de la Marniosa Crawl_by_Ted_Aven 07/09/2022 JD, LB 20.27 

Cueva de la Marniosa NCC_series 05/09/2022 PW, PI 107.24 

Cueva de la Marniosa 99_Flake 11/09/2022 BC, SD, JS 64.89 

Cueva de la Marniosa moon_milk_highway 10/09/2022 PW, DH 102.14 

Cueva de la Marniosa marniosa_downstream_septembe
r 

12/09/2022 PW, JS, 
AB 

442.59 

Cueva de la Marniosa bfg_cont 13/09/2022 BC, CJ, LB 109.43 

Cueva de la Marniosa descent_from_octopus_flambé 14/09/2022 LB, CJ, JC 32.72 

Cueva del Nacimiento booming_cat 04/09/2022 JD, LB, AO 338.25 

Cueva del Nacimiento consort_son_ramp 08/09/2022 PW, PI 398.23 

Cueva del Nacimiento RTCD 06/09/2022 CJe 356 

Cueva del Nacimiento MendipMission 12/09/2022 DM, DP 286.1 

Cueva del Nacimiento Agua_canal 14/09/2022 DJC, DH N/A 

Cueva del Nacimiento agua_entrance 06/09/2022 DJC, BC 175.13 

Cueva del Nacimiento agua_entrance_stream 10/09/2022 DJC, CV 70.09 

Cueva del Nacimiento agua_entrance_waterfall 10/09/2022 DJC, CV 136.24 

Cueva del Nacimiento agua_new_bypass 11/09/2022 DJC, CV 56.93 

Cueva del Nacimiento agua_old_bypass 11/09/2022 DJC, CV 34.37 

Cueva del Nacimiento orange_loop 08/09/2022 DJC, CV 96.65 

Cueva del Nacimiento orange_pitch 08/09/2022 DJC, CV 95.19 

Cueva del Nacimiento orangeade_extra 08/09/2022 DJC, CV 76.71 

Minas de los Ingleses Ingleses_from_bottom 10/09/2022 JD, HF, LB, 
DH, CV 

128.16 

Minas de los Ingleses Ingleses_from_Station_20 14/09/2022 AR, BC 137.08 

Torca Bromista T225_Bromista 04/09/2022 AH, CS 186.38 

Cueva de la Rio Chico canal_ChicoHut 04/09/2022 DW, DC N/A 

Cueva de la Rio Chico Chico_entrance_inwards 04/09/2022 DW, DC 255.94 

Cueva de la Rio Chico Chico_overflow_to_sump 07/09/2022 PW, PI 567.19 

Cueva de la Rio Chico Chico_Nino 04/09/2022 AB, JS 95.2 

Cueva de la Rio Chico Sump 04/09/2022
  

CJe 249.2 

Sistema Sara Sara_entrance_to_henious 03/09/2022 CJo, IH 235.13 

Sistema Sara after_heinous 06/09/2022 CJo, SD 64.18 

Sistema Sara henious_shaft_again 06/09/2022 CJo, SD 209.62 

Sistema Sara Terminal_sump 10/09/2022 RM 34 

TOTALS       5455.37 

     

Table: 2022 surveying data.  
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Appendix E: Sponsors and Thanks 
 
The 2022 expedition was sponsored by the following: 
 
Safety Aloft Ltd (Mark Wright Training): discounted equipment, 
 

 
 
Ghar Parau Foundation: financial sponsorship, 
 

 
 
 
Thanks also due to Paul Oldham, Howard Jones, Ken Daykin, Tim Nichols, Simon 
Willis, Roddy McLauchlan, Fernando de la Fuente Moreno, Carolyn Ginnever, Jim 
Thomson, Ana Moradiellos Barreiros, and the people of Tresviso.  
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Appendix F: Expedition Log (May 2022) 
May 1st 2022 – May 8th 2022 

 
Bob Clay (BC), Derek Cousins (DJC), Paul Ibberson (PI), Phil Walker (PW) 

 
Sunday 1st May 2022 
 
Travel         PW, PI, BC, DJC 
7am start from Boroughbridge for drive over to Derek’s in Stockport.  All baggage hopefully under the 
weight limit, but far too many bags for one person to carry.  Arrived at Derek’s in plenty of time, Bob 
already there, some minor repacking and taxi arrived.  Met Paul at the airport.  Bags checked, 
everything going fine until security.  My hand luggage included a daren drum with a load of electronic 
equipment, unfortunately I forgot to open the lid, so next thing it’s stopped for further security, this 
then escalates into ‘high security event’, they can’t see into it, can’t open it etc.  Interviewed by 
various people about what / where going, how long I’ve been doing it… next everyone else is being 
interviewed.  All a bit touch and go, eventually probably the smell and dirt on all the equipment, 
convinced them they didn’t want to go any further and we were released. 
 
Plane delayed for nearly 2 hours; pints drunk.  Eventually on the plane and over to Spain.  Picked up 
food at Jim’s.  150 EUROS of sardines… thanks Howard. Up to Tresviso to grab last minute food.  Great 
news would be staying in the YHA.  Far better than the bunkhouse bar.  Asked about the equipment 
room, given a handful of keys for the morning, then off to bed.  Everyone with a room to themselves! 
 
Monday 2nd May 2022 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa      PW, PI, BC, DJC 
Up at 7AM to find could not open front door to get down to the equipment room.  Waiting until 
everyone got up and found none of us could open the door.  Various multi tools and small 
screwdrivers later still couldn't open it.  Sent PI out the window and round to the front, totally 
dismantling the lock.  Eventually, took the entire mechanism apart and got the door open.   Went up 
to bar and complained, Miguel came down showed us how to open the door, turn the key, like we 
have done for the past 6 years.  Door opens fine. 
 
Next challenge, opening the equipment room door, 4 key chains later, including the same new key for 
the hostel door, no joy.  Back up to the bar, best Spanish, granero (barn?) salle to equipo (equipment 
room). As luck would have it, Cesar came over, I could have just asked for the 'garage key'. 
 
Into the equipment room, everything still there, albeit a few things smelling a bit foisty.  Packed 4 
bags and a few extras to take into Marniosa.  Plan to drop some kit on way to Papoose (aid climb kit 
for later in the week), install TinyTag temp logger, calibrate disto, check out some climbing leads and 
drop bags at Papoose.  grand plans  
 
Drive over, misty and damp, walk down not much better.  Few years since had to do the walk, no 4x4 
this week. Into Marniosa and down to Morning Chamber.  First possible climb here.  Directly above 
chamber as you come down slope from 3rd pitch.  Easiest approach would be traverse from obvious 
large boulder in centre of chamber, 3m traverse(?), then 1m up and another 3m traverse across, final 
1m up would take you above the calcite and clamber into a way on.  However, way on would appear 
(from distance) to be blind. Probably not worth follow up unless struggling for other things to do. 
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Picture: Route of possible climb, Morning Chamber in Cueva de la Marniosa (Phil Walker) 

 
Down the P22 to Extra Caverns and dumped aid kit (for some leads in that area).  Onto the 'muddy 
climb / puddle' to install TinyTag.  Great drill did not work, drill broken.  Must crack down on people 
going forward and take responsibility   for drills....  Moved aid kit to potential climb near here. At this 
point, Bob needed emergency toilet break. Carried on, potential climb near to 'Smoker's Aven 1’ (also 
called P-Aven), straight forward bolt climb, slight overhang at very start, circa 8m, to possible 
continuation.  Another climb in the fossil stream (one of the 2 'RHS climbs' noted in 2021.  Again, 
awkward start, but easy 5m bolt up from there. 
 
Finally, down to Papoose.  PI and BC down to check on stream (very low, no issues for rest of week).  
PW climbed above Papoose, with lifeline from DJC.  Nothing of interest directly above, left hand route 
leads back to high level passage, that connects to the low crawl coming into the Papoose section from 
the gour pools.   BC then went to have quick recce of BFG-9000, while PI waited. 
 
PW, DJC went to start disto calibration back at Morning Chamber.  This plan quickly changed once 
back at the P22; potential epic avoided on the pitch.  Calibration skipped and exited by all back to 
hostel. 
 
Note: old equipment room, i.e., the 'prison' under the YHA now has an ATM, fills half the room, but we 
can get cash out in Tresviso.  Double shock, opposite the YHA, the cave (no obvious LUSS 
corresponding notes) is being turned into a basic show cave (Torca del Joyu), pictures to follow. 
 
T6 Torca del Joyu (GPS taken by information sign next to steps down) 

• 30T 0364606 4790859 844m 

Tuesday 3rd May 2022  
 
Cueva de Marniosa.        BC, PW, PI, DC 
Plan was to pick up the bags from Papoose Pitch and take to the Alien Weaponry chamber to set up 
the camp.  In at 11AM and progressed to top of Papoose.  Conscious of Derek’s minor epic the day 
before, we had quick conflab and agreed, DJC and BC to return and complete TinyTag job and 
calibrate distox.  PW and PI to take 2 bags to Alien Weaponry chamber. 
 
Alien Weaponry       PW, PI 
2 bags each, a heavy slim lined AV bag with rope and the stove (PW) and a large Petzl transport with 
camping equipment (PI), proved to provide their own challenges to getting upstream in Marniosa.  
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Initially route finding went well from the bottom of Papoose Pitch, this did not last long.  The cherty 
horrible sideways rift seemed to be incredibly small, snaggy and inches about the stream, not how I 
remembered it.  Far too low in the rift, so a snug upwards climb brought us back to the main route.  
The horrible moon milk traverses were next, the bags snagging on everything, PI more than mine. 
Eventually back into the stream and more ups and downs.  Thought we were doing quite will and at 
least halfway there.  By the time we got to Corner Chamber, realised I had totally forgotten distances 
and obstacles on the way.  However, good news was that we were only 10 minutes from the 
destination, a great mistake to have made. 
 
At the chamber we dropped the bags, checked on the stove (didn’t work) and proceeded out.  
Without bags exit was quick, back to top of Papoose within an hour and a half and then out.  By the 
time of the final few pitches both of us feeling extremely tired and battered.  In no way a hard trip(?) 
but lack of practice during the pandemic taking its toll(?), either that or too much vino tinto the night 
before. 

 

Picture: Alien Weaponry camp location, Cueva de la Marniosa (Phil Walker) 

 
TinyTag / survey calibration      BC, DJC 
Whilst Phil and Paul bounced the camp site, Bob and Derek went back to place the TinyTag25.  Back in 
the hostel we’d been given the challenge of this is a TinyTag- now work out how to fix it in a cave.  We 
decided to place a through bolt and attach it to the hanger.  Unlike yesterday, this time the drill 
worked, but there was no straw to clean the hole (better to find out here than when rigging a pitch).  
TinyTag placed, with some comments about future cavers wondering why a bolt would be placed next 
to the floor.  A dive line perhaps, or the floor will have been washed away.  No matter, the TinyTag 
was placed.  Having placed the TinyTag, we decided it was time for lunch.  After lunch, we then 
continued out of the cave to the entrance chamber to pick up the disto.  We had one go at calibration, 
but, after a false start, and some mis-readings, it wasn’t a good calibration.  We bounced around a 
little to warm up and tried again, this time using tipex to mark some of the points.  Better this time.  
At the end our hands were shaking from the cold.  This survey lark is cold work. 
 
Wednesday 4 May 2022  
 
Urdon Gorge         DC, PI 
Walked down to Nacimiento.  On the way down, we saw the sluice gate was open.  On getting closer 
we could see the canal was almost full.  On arrival at the entrance, we found the canal level was 2.1 
m, with the sluice gate preventing overflowing of the canal.  The lake was about 6 in below the rim.  
We inspected the potential climb to top entrance.  The rock was slimy and wet.  We rock. 
 
Derek took two measurements: 

• Canal, next to sluice gate: Temperature = 7.8°C, pH 7.86 

 
25 The TinyTag™ TGP-4017 monitors temperatures from -40 to +85°C using a built-in sensor. 

https://www.geminidataloggers.com/data-loggers/tinytag-plus-2/tgp-4017
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• Urdon stream: Temperature = 10.4°C, pH 8.19 

Retreated to Tresviso to explore the new bar. 
 
WGS84 UTM 30T 0363938 4789681 528 (leaving Agua bridge, up short track to main track cutting left. 
Location of tree) Paul Ibberson – Garmin eTrex 
 
T6 - Torca del Joyu       PW 
Behind the hostel in the side of the hill overlooking Tresviso (north from YHA) there has always been a 
cave full of rubbish.  This year it has been cleared and a new path and metal steps down have been 
erected.  The steps lead down to a metal walkway across a large chamber, with a second boulder 
sloped entrance out and a small passage straight on, to a wet puddle and a muddy climb up.  Nothing 
else of interest. 
 
There is no obvious description / log of this cave in the old LUSS journals but given proximity to 
Tresviso it must have been known about, although possible still full of rubbish and inaccessible during 
the early years of exploration.  Surveyed and photographed.   
 
Update: most likely to be T6 – Cueva Muerte 
 
(1974) The entrance is large and immediately obvious, placed in a small cliff. There is a further, smaller 
entrance just around the corner.  This cave is used as the village cesspit (1974), so beware of the many 
small inlets from local lavatories. The passages all have mud floors which eventually meet the roof. A 
6m climb up mud and calcite at the end of the main rift may lead to a continuation via an aven. Near 
the second entrance, in the LH wall, there are a series of narrow rift passages which end in loose 
boulder chokes and a further rubbish choked entrance. 

 

Picture: Torca del Joyu (Phil Walker) 
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Sierra del a Corta – El Dobillo     PW, BC 
Easy day to look at some points of interest along the route from Jitu Escarandi (car park) to El Dobillo, 
via Monte las Hoyas and Vao de los Lobos. 
 
Mainly routes spotted to get up to areas to explore (Valdediezma side).  The area just beyond the 
1980’s middle camp appears to be of limited interest.  Large wooded diagonal slope with boulders 
that have rolled down from higher up.  More interesting area near the 2010’s camp (Chris Jones / 
Jason Gotel) worth a more focussed effort, with good weather! 
 
El Dobillo proved to be a bit underwhelming, expecting lots of historic mine buildings but instead 
mainly rocks that may have been barns once.  Obvious shaft by one enclosure spotted, probably Plaza 
de Minerals. Circa 20km walk, taking about 5 hours, an hour of which was photos and checking out 
scenery for leads. 
 
Thursday 5th May 2022 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Aid Climbing    PW, PI 
BC and DJC to start downstream survey, from the bottom of Papoose Pitch.  PW and PI to start climbs 
just past Extra Caverns junction.  On way we re-rigged Pitch 2 with newer rope (9mm) and the main 
22m (Pitch 4) with a new one as well.  Abseil quicker and smoother. 
 
At climbs decided to look for the other one mentioned last year but couldn’t find earlier this week.  In 
the end it was right next door, just under an arch.  An approx. 8m calcite slope, with some steep 
sections.  Free climbed part way on a lifeline to a point about 2m from the top, with a possible little 
route at the top.  At the most exposed part of the climb there was potential evidence of others before 
but not at the lip of the climb.  Climbed back down and picked up some of the aid kit.   A few bolts 
placed and then a thrutch up into a tight section.  Unable to pass the tight section but was enough in 
to see no way on.  Small crouching sized chamber with stall barrier, possible slight draft, but must be 
from beyond barrier.   
 
On to the second climb, this looked much better, what looks like a vadose passage high-up, coming 
down at 45 degrees.  Approx. 10-15m climb.  Kitted up and made a start.  At first attempted from back 
wall, up the right-hand side.  Quickly become apparent that the calcite was old, degraded stuff, 
especially after one hammer blow started water pouring out!  Shifted a bit further down passage to a 
more solid looking wall, still covered in calcite.  This was a lot better and progressed up the rock.  
Reached a possibly lip / platform for future belaying but cannot see over the top just yet (so still 
promising).  Static rope brought up and Y-hang created from this point.  Approx. 6m up onto ledge, 
next would be a part climb / part traverse up a gully (another 5m) to a boulder and step up into the 
(hopefully) ongoing passage. 
 
Note: 20m rope left at bottom of climb 2, 25m on the climb (with approx. 10m left to use, hung on y-
hang 
 
Approaching turnaround time, we de-kitted and left.  Replacing some more rigging on the way out. 
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Picture: Aven climbs, Cueva de la Marniosa (Phil Walker) 

Cueva de la Marniosa – Downstream Survey  BC, DJC 
We left the other two to tidy up the pitches and do the bolt climbs.  We headed to the bottom of the 
Papoose Pitch to start the downstream survey.  We started by ensuring the disto read correctly in two 
directions (it did) and then started downstream.  The first few legs we were taking may splays. 
Looking upwards we can see to various heights (either 10m or 20m).  Later, we found an inlet with a 
trickle of water entering followed by a few boulders. We then entered a section of streamway that 
required us to jump from edge of pool to edge of pool.   
 
Just after this Derek started swearing at the phone as the screen had gotten wet and the drawing of 
the passage was not following his finger.  After almost two cold hours we were forced to call it a day 
so that we could meet our exit time.  On exiting we found new rope on the 22m pitch with Paul’s 
signature loop and knot at the top- nice.  The 2nd pitch was rigged the same way.  We go out, walked 
up the hill to find the others had been waiting in the car for the last hour.  Excellent, we got to be 
driven back to the hostel. 
 
Friday 6th May 2022 
 
Recce of Canalones de Braniella (Picu Boru)  PW, DJC, BC, PI 
 
Fine weather and a good forecast meant we felt it opportune to go to have a look at the top end of 
the fault line broadly around FUZ2 in Sima 56. Parked at crossroads and then set off up the White 
House track. 
 
After about 1.5km we plugged in the estimated location of Dosser’s Delight and hacked across country 
to get a confirmed GPS. About 300m out, a cliff area blocking the direct route was skirted on both 
sides and once on the level again we counted the metres down. 20m out, it was clear that the 
estimate was out, but on turning around a familiar view presented itself to PI. Across a small 
snowfield was a hole on a slight knoll. A sizeable snow plug obscured much of the entrance but 
passing this the open hole appeared to be open no longer – at least 1 large boulder had run in a 
nestled below the main hang spit! A couple of nostalgic rocks were thrown, and location readings 
taken. 
 

• Dosser’s Delight (Derek): 30 T 0359758 4786829 elevation 1717 

• Dosser’s Delight (Paul): 30 T 0359759 4786831 elevation 1685 

Note – this looks to be about 180m from the site marked (20) on the map. 
 
We then headed roughly west up on to the ridge coming down from the Collado del Boru, noting a 
couple of snow-filled dolines. One at 30 T 0359358 4786821 may be worth another look with less 
snow, along with a further snow-filled area about 200m north. 
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Reaching the edge of the abyss, we cautiously peered over. Scary! Extremely steep slopes and not 
much to prevent a roll all the way to the level of Sotres. PW headed E up the ridge, PI climbed a small 
pinnacle to get a better view. Across to the N, another small outcrop appeared to have a hole. 
Reversing off the DONOTFALL pinnacle was quickly followed by a DONOTSTUMBLE descent from the 
ridge. The “hole” had the appearance of a solution pocket, but once up to it a small rift 1.5m x 0.5m 
dropped away for approx. 5m. Difficult to see if a continuation and rope needed to get down/back 
safely. Worth revisiting if anyone up heading up there. 
 

• T780 Torca Canelones - GPS – 30 T 0359235 4786738 1708m  

DJC and BC studied the far side of the Canalones and noted various potentially interesting locations, 
although reaching these would be quite an “interesting” day out!  
 
PW went to top of Canalones de Braniella, the northern side of the ravine appears to be of limited 
interest other than shaft found by PI (see above).  The southern side is of more ‘speleological 
interest’, but difficult terrain as below the main Pico Boro peal.  A few already known T202, T203 
which are snow plugged, but worth a re-visit.  Exploring from the top may be too difficult, so exploring 
up from the bottom, but sticking high on the right hand side as you go up the ravine may work. 
 

 

Picture: Canelones de Braniella (Phil Walker) 

Saturday 7th May 2022 
 
Sobra Valley         PI, DJC 
From the walk down the ‘Silvestre’ track we diverged after the first slope.  We came across a gully 
leading down which we followed.  There was a shout from Paul.  “Found a hole”. 
 

• T762 (DI1) 30T 0360497 4789626 e 1164m.   

o A 3m drop followed by a 2m drop in the side of a small shake hole.  Not descended 

• T763 (DI2) 30T 0360502 4789657 e 1165m  

o shake hole with steep sides, needed a rope/handline to descend safely.  Boulder in 

fill.  Can see 2m down between boulders.  Needs serious digging to continue. 

• T764 (DI3) 30 T 0360728 4789657 e 1130m  

o 8m shaft.  Not descended 

• T765 (DI4) 30 T 0360774 4790073 e 1115m  

o 1m climb down, 5 m slope.  Bit of a draft.  Nearby was a patch of bare ground with rock 

& crystals. 
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• T766 (DI5) 30 T 0360759 4790077 e. 1118m  

o 4m shaft, not descended 

Also visited:  

• IM2 – sink taking water.  Once inside there is a 10m pitch with water falling one side of a flake.  

(Update: this is T20B Practice Pot, major digging required to continue) 

Continued downwards looking for ‘BPC’ hole.  We scoured the cliff just up the slope from Marniosa, 
nothing found. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa, Alien Weaponry    PW, BC 
Trip to take remaining bags to Alien Weaponry camp.  Took 2 hours from entrance to chamber, 
dumped kit after swapping around a few things.  Attempted to fix the MSR Whisperlite, no joy so 
brought out.  Next Bob attempted to find a suitable toilet facility for camp by checking out available 
amenities (not sure final location this is best place for toilet – on survey shown as place with 3 crawls 
at higher level, but no evidence of said crawls).   
 
PW checked out the main aven, seemed bigger but possibly some easy trad climbs at start to get 
higher up.  Next, pictures taken, and then exit in 2 hours.  In total about 5 hours underground. 
 
Sunday 8th May 2022 
Uneventful travel home for all 
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Appendix G: Expedition Log (September 2022) 
 

Phil Walker (PW), Bob Clay (BC), Derek Cousins (DJC), Leo Bradley (LB), Chris Jones (CJo), Dave 
Powlesland (DP), John Roe (JR), Toby Dryden (TD), Clare Vivian (CV), Alan Braybrooke (AB), Dan 

Workman (DW), Sam Deeley (SD), Arwel Roberts (AR), Rob Middleton (RM), Helen Fairclough (HF), 
Jack Dewison (JDe), Si Lowis (SL), Duncan Hornby (DH), Ian Holmes (IH), Ian Peachey (IP), Chris Jewell 

(CJe), Paul Ibberson (PI), Alex Hannam (AH), Callum Simmonds (CS), Alberto Ortega (AO), Jim Smith (JS) 
 
Monday 29th August 2022 
 
Tresviso       BC, AR 
BC and AR arrive and sort out the kit in the garage (as we are no longer able to use the room under 
the hostel due to the arrival of an ATM). 
 
Tuesday 30th August 2022 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento & Rio Chico    BC, AR 
The day started with the inevitable ‘Day 1’ faff as Bob and Arwel tried to remember what kit was 
required for caving. The objective of the day was twofold; the first being to rig the entrance of Agua 
with the dingy and then to re-rig the stream way. The second objective was to determine the options 
of accessing Rio Chico and more importantly, how to get back in the event that the levels in the canal 
rose. 
 
After only one false start (having forgotten the rope to tie the boat on with) Bob and Arwel set off 
again in the heat of the midday sun. The walk down to Agua was uneventful as the path wasn’t 
significantly over grown.  It was with great relief that we found the sluice gate used to drain the canal 
was fully open, so not only was the canal dry but the water level in the entrance ‘lake’ was just below 
wellie depth so it was possible to walk across without getting wet feet. 
 
The first task was to inflate the ‘boat’, this turned out to look a lot smaller than previous boats, but we 
dismissed it as our imagination… Arwel first rigged the final section of the flood rigging in the ceiling 
(which has been removed at the end of the previous expedition to prevent ‘unauthorised’ use). The 
first challenge was for Arwel to try and remember any knot which wasn’t a bowline. Needless to say, 
it’s now secured with a bowline… 
 
He then walked over with the ‘boat’ and secured the ‘pull rope’ to the ropes on the far bank (which 
needed a significant amount of untangling from the winter’s floodwater).  Despite being able to walk 
across, Arwel decide to test the boat just to make sure it was a viable option. It was at this point that 
our suspicions about the boat’s relatively small size were justified as Arwel nearly sank it getting in to 
it…!  
 
We concluded that it was probably best to use it to ferry a single person OR their kit but possibly not 
both at the same time…  After a spot of lunch, Bob and Arwel walked across the entrance pool and 
headed to the stream way.  Predictably the rope that crossed the stream was no longer intact and so 
we took out what was left and re-rigged from the start. The water levels very low and very little water 
was coming down.  We carried on re-rigging all the way up out of the stream replacing all the rope in 
the end and using around 50m of ‘newer’ rope. Most of the anchors had survived but we replaced all 
the natural ones where necessary and only had to put in one new bolt. 
 
Having successfully completed part 1 we moved onto part 2.  Arwel walked on the outside edge of the 
canal wall while Bob walked down the canal. The canal was completely drained with only a few 
residual puddles, so we quickly got round to the hut where the old trail splits from the canal. Arwel 
continued round the edge until he got to the place where the walkway had been removed. There was 
no possible route out of the canal without putting in a via-ferrata. 
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We carried on in the canal and quicky came to the Rio Chico entrance and went in. Progress was easy 
in the mined entrance series with relatively little flow, again less than wellie deep.  We continued to 
the cascade and then we climbed up half way until the water became livelier and the risk of getting 
unnecessarily splashed increased. At this point we retreated and switched the real objective which 
was to find a way back from the cave without using the canal and the potential of carrying diving 
bottles. 
 
We managed to easily get the part where the bridge had been removed but couldn’t pass without 
dropping into the canal. There was no obvious place to drop down to the hut so we decided to follow 
the trail round from the hut and see we could find a route up.  This proved even less rewarding as the 
only way up with through thick trees, or to progress round to the Chico gully and we could see there 
that a +50m traverse would be required before a 60-70m climb up a greasy, moss-covered ramp. Even 
with a pre-installed rope, any sort of a climb up would be difficult at best. 
 
Walking back along the track and looking up at all the places which it might be possible to go up 
yielded no viable options. From back at the maintenance hut we had one last look from the point at 
which the bridge had been removed and concluded that in an emergency, an anchor could be made 
on the geo-matting on the Chico side of the tunnel and an ab into the trees would be possible, 
followed by a series of pull throughs from tree to tree until the trail was found (which would be hard 
to miss even in the dark).  We also concluded that if the canal was full to the brim, even a boat would 
not make it under the tunnel and so anything greater the knee or possibly thigh height would be too 
dangerous.  We packed up our stuff and returned to the bar in Tresviso for a few beers and something 
to eat. 
 
Wednesday 31st August 2022 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa      BC, AR 
Even with a little more familiarity with where all our caving kit we only managed to set off an hour 
earlier. Despite some ambiguity over the difference between off track and off road, we concluded the 
permits allowed us ‘off the main roads’ and ‘on the tracks’ but not ‘off the tracks’ or ‘cross country’. 
This meant that Arwel could take his van down to Marniosa.  The descent down the steep track was a 
little nerve wracking as he lost his engine braking as the diff let go every time, he hit a cow pat… We 
parked at the bottom, got changed and went in.  
 
Our objective was to climb the un-climbed lead at the end of the Sardine Streamway. We made good 
progress down to the main streamway but lost a little bit of time route finding through the slightly 
less familiar boulder choke. As a result, it took nearly 2¼ hours to get to District 9 where we had left 
the aid-climbing kit in the spring (which was now a little damp).  We pushed on up the Sardine 
Streamway which had a little more water in the sandy passages than last year bit still easily passible. 
 
We got to the bottom of the climb and surveyed the potential for climbing. The black sedimentary 
layers were really friable despite looking inviting and even some to limestone was too brittle. Much to 
Bob’s relief, Arwel agreed to climb it and so set off with a few extenders, a couple of slings and the 
drill. Four bolts, 10m of rope and a couple of bold moves later Arwel was at the top setting up a ‘Y’ 
hang. Bob joined Arwel at the rope armed with a few slings and extenders carried on up into the 3 
obvious leads.   The first ended after about 3m in a ‘too tight’ rift which could have been capped to 
slightly roomier passage beyond. The second option was a very small calcited tube which closed 
down quickly. 
 
The third option was much more promising, and this led up into a large, inclined chamber. Half way 
up the chamber an awkward climb up to some loose mud and rock breakdown ended in a dead end 
about 40m past the top of the pitch (Praline Passage). 
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We packed up the kit, headed back down the new pitch and then back down the stream way to 
District 9 where we returned the aid kit, added another 14 bolts and hangers as well as 21m of rope.  
The way out was the usual joy of dragging a bag through the snaggy main streamway before climbing 
up and out into the main cave. 
 
Arwel’s van had just as much fun wheel spinning in the cow poo on the way up the now rain-soaked 
hill back to the road by which time we had missed food at the bar and had to settle for a bread, 
cheese, meat, and red wine take away…   
   
Thursday 1st September 2022 
 
Tresviso       Various 
CJo, DW, SD, PW, IH, DJC, DH, DP, AH, CS arrive 
 
Friday 2nd September 2022 
 
Sima Bromista       AH, CS, DJC, DH 
We took Duncan, Callum, and Alex first to the Cueva del Entre Cuetos (so they know how get to the 
entrance) and then to Sima Bromista.  Dunc and Derek left the small young people to descend 
Bromista and walked down the valley to the Sobra dam and back to Tresviso. 
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Picture: Sima Bromista entrance (Duncan Hornby). 

 
We entered the cave, found an old sling and carabiner around a thread, removed, and rigged a 
handline for the first pitch/climb. The climb has one restriction in the middle passed with a bit of 
squirming. The climb drops out onto the head of the second pitch; we decided to rerig the first pitch 
properly, installed two bolts and rigged a tri-hang for the first pitch.  Bolted a traverse around the top 
of the pitch, found two old spit hangers at the pitch head, one with hanger still in-situ. Added a new 
through bolt to descend the pitch, which is big (approx. 50-60m) to the bottom. Followed a rift down 
to the head of a small climb (approx. 6m), rigged a handline off a jammed boulder to follow the rift 
down.  
 
Trip ended at the head of the third pitch which is very tight, spits placed in the rock in weird places, 
we had no rope to carry on and it’s worth enlarging the pitch head. Returned to the surface to enjoy a 
beer and cheese sandwich at the surface.  
 
Sima Vuc Pot       AB, DM, CJo, DW 
DW - Chris led us to the cave he’d discovered 4 years before, I was very sceptical but on arrival I was 
impressed by the size of the depressions they had found. Chris’ memory was understandably rusty, 
and we took our time nosing down each of the pits. After some time, Chris was convinced that one of 
the pits was indeed the one they’d dropped before, and Dickon and I took the rigging kit to continue 
exploration. Chris and Al went off to find other potential shafts to drop. 
 
The two of us got through the awkward entrance pitch, and down to the meander below. Dickon 
checked the lower level which was too tight, and we then went the high route to find the same 
constriction that Chris had told us about. Although he had originally assumed that all it would take 
was some smaller people, we both agreed it was far too tight and would require chemical persuasion 
to become passable.  After surfacing we met with the others and then spent the rest of the time 
prospecting the local area (finding nothing) whilst they went down the same cave to make their own 
opinion. 
 
We ended day the day with Al and Chris rigging a new entrance to the cave from an adjacent pot and 
derigging the original entrance. 
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Picture: Sketch of the Sima Vuc Pot shake holes (Chris Jones). 

 
A = Sima Vuc Pot (2018 original entrance) 361948, 4788450 1320m 
B = Sima Vic Pot (2022 entrance) 
C = voice connection to Sima Vuc Pot 
D = climb, no voice connection 
E – descended, filled with mud 
F = descended, blind 
G = alcove 
H = alcove 
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Sistema Sara (1)      DP, SD  
Entered the cave via T78. Followed the sketch plan from original LUSS explorations. Fairly 
straightforward navigation through the mine, despite various terrifying artifacts such as the tunnel of 
death, the bridge of doom and the stick of power.  
 
P6 rigged. There are various free climbs that could require handlines.   DP began bolting the P34, 
slightly alternate rigging to original exploration. Over the top of the large, suspended boulder, 2 short 
re-belays land directly above the tight pitch head. Tight pitch head descended by Dave, nervous about 
the way back SD remained above the tight pitch head to haul DP's fat ar*e back out. Initial rebelay 
directly below the tight pitch head. 2 further rebelays allow a pleasant descent of this fine shaft. 
 
Contrary to existing elevation topo, the P34 is separated from the Heinous Shaft via a short meander 
to the pitch head. DP placed initial bolts in the Heinous Shaft pitch head then returned to a chilly and 
wind blasted SD. Tinkered with tight pitch head rigging and added a bolt to make passing it a bit more 
difficult.   Walked back down to car park and Tresviso for beer.  
 
Sistema Sara (2)      PW, IH, AR  
Ferried up the others and equipment to the refugio.  Took route straight to Long Cabana area and 
encountered about 4 mountain dogs outside it with their goats.  A slight detour around them and we 
found the obvious rift described for the KAREN entrance and others.  Most had some markings we 
could decipher, although that KAREN in the end.  Initially decided on the T79 entrance and while DP 
and SD kitted up, PW and AR took a peek inside. 
 
A loose scree slope, with a hole at the bottom was a bit of a worry, AR skirted round it and found 
another entrance that seemed far safer.  PW took the outside route to same entrance.  This was T78, 
far safer.  We both went in and followed the Grade 1 sketch to an obvious pitch above (from KAREN) 
and then a P6, all as per the survey.  Exited and moved everyone and their kit round to the ‘new’ 
entrance.  DP and SD set off underground and the rest of us set off back to the refugio.  On the way 
back we had intended to locate the campsite / gear store for people arriving later in the week, 
however, the mist dropped quite quickly.  On the way back we tagged a few other entrances for a 
quality check on the stored data.   

 

• T84  0361258 4785316 1870m (obvious big hole nr T78) 

• T79  0361265 4785309 1871m 

• T78  0361300 4785319 1884m (best entrance to use for Sara III) 

• T78B  0361294 4785292 1872m (obvious cylindrical shaft neat T78) 

• T78C   0361338 4785339 1883m (possibly T92) 

• T78D   0361369 4785348 1867m (not marked) 

• 2.21  0361336 4785318 1873m (designation not clear, below T78 heading toward Sara) 

• 2.20  0361343 4785310 1876m (obvious rift with stemples) 

• S7 ?  0361359 4785316 1865m (designation not clear, on path down from T78 to Sara) 

• AN38  0361225 4785308 1879m 
 
Took the main track back to the refugio, to check if land rover could make it (unlikely).  Back at refugio 
we packed another 3 bags and took them back to the T78 entrance.  Dumped kit and returned to 
Tresviso. 
 
Tresviso 
PNI, JD, LB arrive 

Saturday 3rd September 2022 

Cueva del Nacimiento - Howling hole pump placement   LB, JD 
Set off from the hostel at about 10:20, a fairly brisk walk down the hill put us into Agua at just before 
11:30. A fairly uneventful trip up to Howling Hole, save for Jack doing some pretty heavy flake 
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removal on the last pitch. The capping gear was quickly assembled, and it was discovered that the ear 
defenders were broken, though serviceable with some careful arrangement on Leo’s head. The cap 
detonated after about 20 hits, and the rubble was removed, making the squeeze down into Howling 
Hole slightly more pleasant, though still thrutchy and pretty tight. 
 
Leo went through the squeeze into the rift, carrying the assembled bilge pump. It was placed at about 
arms depth into the pool and weighted down with some rocks. Switching it on produced a steady flow 
of water out the tube, and in the 10 minutes it was watched the water level dropped by about 4-
5mm.  Leo exited the hole, being careful not to disturb the wire or tube now in the way, and we left 
the chamber after some lunch, and about 30 minutes of watching the pump continue uninterrupted.  
A somewhat faster trip back out the cave put us on the surface at 3:30, having spent just shy of 4 
hours underground. 
 
Cueva de la Rio Chico     CJe, PW, AB, DH, DJC, DW, PNI 
Derek went down to the lower part of the Agua canal and then came back a little to ensure everyone 
knew where to meet.  We congregated on a platform over the canal some 400 m from where the path 
re-joins the canal.  We all marched down the canal to Chico.  Derek took some temperature and pH 
measurements.  While everyone else went into the cave, Dan and Derek surveyed back to the 
changing platform where Duncan had left his GPS averaging a position.  PNI rigged a rope up the short 
cascade and the team carried diving equipment for CJe.  The sump was located quite easily and the 
carry with kit straight forward. CJe decided therefore to make an exploratory dive and began to prep 
his kit.   
 
The entrance to sump 1 was a good dive base and CJe was ready quickly. He passed sump1 following 
the installed dive line and staggered into sump 2 (up a very small cascade). The visibility was a 
disappointing 4m in a large sump. Following the original blue polyprop line he descended quickly to -
45m where the old reel was encountered. This was collected and used until a depth of -80m was 
reached and the old line ran out. CJe attached his new reel here and ran out 90m of new line in a 
large passage which was clean washed with very few belays. The passage trended up to -65m before 
dropping steadily back down. The diver turned at -79m after searching for a final belay to secure the 
line. CJe then surveyed back out of the cave and completed approx. 2hrs of decompression with 
about an hour at 6m and a total dive of 3hrs.       
 
Light kit was carried out of the cave and the dive team made a very slow ascent of the hill back to 
Tresviso, mindful of the long decompression dive CJe had just completed. 
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Picture: Dive equipment (Julian Carter) 

Sistema Sara       CJo, DP, IH, SD 
Split into 2 groups. SD and DP headed in first to continue re-bolting the Heinous Shaft. CJ and IH were 
to re-survey the grade 1 sketch of the mine and catch up at the base of the big pitch. Disto calibrated 
in the mine entrance survey began from cairn on surface (GPS and alt). Straight-line survey completed 
to the base of the P34, with cairns left at main junctions. The way into the cave was simple to find by 
following the strong draught and the reflectors hidden behind boulder by DP and SD weren't required. 
The P34 is a P38 with the new rigging.  
 
SD and DP headed straight to base of P34. DP quickly rigged -50m in Heinous Shaft, but soon ran out 
of rope. SD brought more rope down, bolting continued now in very poor rock. DP re-ascended some 
of his rigging to try and find an alternative route and SD went back to base of P34.  CJ, IH and SD 
began a long and drawn-out 3 course meal of risotto, burnt sardines and sweets. Several hours of 
incredible booms and concerned noises from DP and a call came for a new battery. CJ headed down 
to DP, who had managed to construct a relatively safe, if somewhat alarming route through the 1st 
poor band of rock but was only -50m. Bolting continued to approx. -65m and all headed out.  
 
Smashed chicken and a beer in the Whitehouse were gratefully received. 
 
Sima Vuc Pot       DM, AH, CS 
Return trip following yesterday’s reconnaissance with capping gear to attempt to enlarge the 
constriction in the meander that had prevented progress yesterday. 
 
After one successful blast we began to encounter problems with the caps and were not able to get a 
second successful blast. The pins were not sliding well in the holes, and it was not possible to hit a cap 
with enough force to cause a detonation.  The way on is still looking very interesting with a good draft 
and rocks rattling for some distance down into the rift below. The meander beyond appears to be of a 
pleasant size (at least as far as the next corner. 
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On the way out I found a parallel shaft which drops down to the same meander. It appears that all of 
the multiple surface depressions lead down this this meander and that the roof of this meander is 
formed by a bedding plane with no passages extending above this bedding plane anywhere in the 
complex of passages, therefore there is unlikely to be any way to bypass this meander and the only 
way forward will be through this constriction. This could be very easily passed with Dr Nobel’s magic 
hammer or with persistent capping. 
 
Tresviso       Various  
SL, TD, CV, JC, JR, AO arrive 

Sunday 4th September 2022 

Sistema Sara       CJo, DP, IH, SD 
Team left Whitehouse early and arrived at T78 entrance in good time.  DP continued rigging ‘Heinous 
Shaft’ from top of P125. IH spent a scary 4hrs on ‘Ian’s ledge of contemplation’ whilst DP bolted 
through another 50m of loose chossy rock and used up remainder of 10.5mm rope.  CJo and SD 
entered T78 roughly 2hrs after DP and IH and stayed at P34 base chamber until the riggers returned. 
IH and SD then exited whilst DP finished rigging the P125 with 9mm rope and CJo then dropped the 
next P52.  Trip lengths between 5 (SD) and 10hrs (DP).  
 
IH and SD met RM, HF and IP at Whitehouse carpark and assisted with final kit carry of the day up to 
top camp.  
 
Kit at top of Heinous Shaft 
Petzl Transport 
150-200m 9mm static 
20 hangars & maillons 
6 x reflectors 
1 Blue tackle bag 
20m 9mm static 
10m webbing 
500ml water 
1 x risotto 
CJ daren drum with surveying kit 
 
Sistema Sara (2)      RM, HF, IP 
Thanks to Phil for dropping the team and all kit off at the White House.  3 loads each (heavy) got all kit 
over the col to top camp in the Sara Depression.  This included dive kit for one person as well as food 
for 6 people for 5 days, generator, 200m rope, rigging kit, tents etc. 
 
Camp set up slight further into the depression that SUSS in 2018.  This site is smaller but nicer and 
hidden from the col etc.  Sam Deeley and Ian Holmes also turned up, gave us an update, and showed 
us where the entrance was.  All tired but satisfied! 
 
Sistema Sara (3) Ferrying equipment    PW, TD  
Drove all the equipment up to the refugio, gave Rob directions to T78 and left him with pile of kit, 
while HF and IP walked up.  Nearly 1pm once back down.  Explored Toby’s lost hole about 5 minutes 
from the car park (T900).  Easy 3m climb down to mossy floor, small hole / rift leads off west.  Would 
need enlarging and no draught.  Exit and walked to another hole other side of car park that I had 
spotted a few years back.  Tight and needs oversuit. 

• T900 0360787 4788783 1337m 
 
Sima Bromista       AH, CS 
Returned with more rope, digging kit and survey gear. We surveyed on the way down, with some 
technical issues with the survey software. Managed to sort this after a restart. Surveyed on the way in 
to the pitch head. Here Callum started bolting the pitch whilst Alex went off surveying the top of the 
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rift to its’ end. Callum dropped the pitch, but Alex couldn’t quite fit through with kit on. Callum went 
and rigged the next pitch and descended it to the lead.  
 
We then spent the next couple of hours bashing the pitch head. This involved setting caps off, 
however this had no impact on the rock at all. We discovered the best way of making progress is to 
drill multiple holes in the rock and then bash the rock to bits using a hammer and chisel. Carried on 
with this until we ran out of time for the callout, between 8-9 hours underground. All set to get back 
down there tomorrow. 
 
Rio Chico – Cueva del Nacimiento, Certain Death  CJe, AB 
Worked with DW and DJC to remove last diving kit from Chico and moved it to Agua.  Carried light 
loads while trying to find Certain Death, route finding generally Ok through Agua entrance.   Found 
worn rope anchored to naturals, awkward traverses passed to reach waterfall, small flow, line of spits 
leading to top where worn ropes were visible. 
 
Rio Chico       DW, DJC 
We took and drill and a survey kit to Chico.  First, we placed the TinyTag and two bolts to descend the 
shaft 50m into the cave.  Then we returned to the surface and started surveying.  We included a side 
chamber then dropped down to a continuation of the rift to a sump pool (too small for a diver).  We 
also saw some very nicely done walling from the miners who first explored the cave.  We continued 
surveying up the waterfall (difficult, we managed to avoid the worst of it with one 14 m leg).  After 
that we left and went to a large chamber where we called it a day. 
 

 

Picture: TinyTag location, Rio Chico (Phil Walker). 

 
Valdiedizema Prospecting     DM  
While there is a lot of exposed rock in the valley the majority of this is in the form of steep boilerplate 
slabs with no sign of any cave entrances. It seems that rainwater falling onto these hillsides is likely to 
flow over these steep boilerplate slabs and the flow away overland down the seasonal stream bed at 
the bottom of the valley. 
 
Also had a brief look in the woods at the top of the slope on the south side of the valley. There is 
evidence of cave development up here with some fairly significant dolines although the quantity of 
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vegetation in this area would probably make it challenging to find entrances that are not heavily 
choked. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Howling Hole   JR, SL, JC, CV  
Entered 11am and out of cave 5pm. Pump placed previous day had lowered water levels to reveal 
eyehole above water but way on appears very small. Enlarge entry into pool area with digging – now 
easily accessible to allow potential working in the space.  
 
Progress will probably require a good digging effort to remove pool as suspect larger part of passage 
is the bit full of water and mud! 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Booming Catacombs  LB, JD, AO  
Booming Catacombs revisited to check out a route description and survey done from memory in 
1979. A line and sketch survey were done with Disto + PDA covering the area of the Catacombs that 
was visited. The 1979 route description was deemed inadequate for locating the Catacombs so an 
improved one is written below: 
 
From the Bloody Lake below Green Domino, climb up 4m into a bouldery passage decorated with 
popcorn. Follow the winding passage to a 1m ledge down into a chamber. On the far side of the 
chamber, along the right-hand wall, climb down a 3m hole in the floor to reach a downwards sloping 
boulder breakdown. 
Carefully follow this maze-like breakdown, occasionally marked with singed toilet paper. The head of a 
22m pitch is met at the lower right-hand side of the breakdown, sokeeping right will yield best results. 
 
Descend the 22m pitch into a chamber, head right (when facing away from the pitch) to find a calcited 
rift. Beyond the calcite, an upwards 5m technical/aid climb tops out into a perched gour pool. Traverse 
this pool and scramble down into the “150’ series”, a 30m abseil down a slippery calcite ramp, broken 
by a ledge halfway down. This lands in a rift which can be followed down to a wide chamber with a 
gentle stream running through it. This stream can be followed down and to the right <not visited on 
this trip>. The way to the Catacombs is on the opposite side to the 150’ Series, along a tall sandy 
passage which leads to a rift on the left-hand side. Climb this rift into a wide chamber with two rock 
pillars. To the right of the rift (almost behind you) is the aptly labelled “Crap Crawl”, but the way down 
to the Catacombs is a 17m pitch opposite the rift that enters the chamber. According to a previous 
description this pitch can be bypassed by the low crawl to the left of the pitch, however this was found 
to emerge at the top of a 5m rift with no way to climb down, so this “bypass” will still require ropes to 
navigate.  
 
We stopped exploration at this rift due to lack of equipment and a near-miss at the top of this slippery 
rift, so we surveyed out to the end of the calcited rift below the 5m climb. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa - Climbs    BC, AR, DH, PNI  
AR/PNI pushed a bolt climb to discover that it looped round to known passage.   
AR/BC pushed a “?” that quickly turned into a climb, on-going, to be returned. 
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DH\PNI pushed the “?” marked as “low crawl over false floor”. DH continued over the false floor along 
a hands and knees crawl along a small stream bed filled with moonmilk. The moonmilk stopped after 
passing a tiny inlet. I continued into standing passage which became narrower. I passed a junction on 
the left then abandoned exploration as it was becoming too narrow to progress. I attempted to count 
on the way back out and I think I crawled/walked between 50-60m beyond the map. 

 
 
 
Monday 5th September 2022 

Sistema Sara       RM, HF, IP 
Into Sara via T78 entrance to continue rigging beyond the Heinous Shaft, bottomed by DP and CJo the 
day before.  We carried the rescue bag (bothy, first aid, stove & food) to leave at the base of the 50m 
below the Heinous Shaft, as well as 5 drill batteries, 130m or rope and various bits of rig kit 
 
Initial route finding in the mine was good due to well-placed arrows by previous team.  Squeeze at the 
top of the 35m was sporting, best passed with a descender on a short cowstail.  The team regrouped 
at the top of the Heinous Shaft with HF deciding to head out, feeling somewhere tired from 
yesterday’s exertions.  IP and RM continued down the shaft with RM going first taking 2 bags in 
bulldozer mode.  The first 70m of so was quite pleasant with both of us beginning to wonder what the 
fuss was about… then it changed… 
 
RM abseiled down to the start of the traverse, clipped in and then began pulling himself across.  At 
this point the square of rock and the traverse bolt was in parted company from the wall and hung 
alarmingly from the rope.  Following some needed recovery time and nervous laughter RM, who was 
luckily uninjured, continued gingerly across the traverse having unbolted the now detached piece of 
wall from the traverse line (and videoed for comedic effect). 
 
The team continued cautiously spent a while examining the ledge of doom previously mentioned by 
IH (plans are afoot to avoid this with rigging improvements).  The lower section of shaft luckily 
improved somewhat in rock quality and a steady descent was made down this and the following 50m 
shaft which begins through boulders.  The rescue bag was dumped here, and we began rigging. 
 
RM rigged first down the 12m using his long legs to good effect.  IP followed, cursing and re-rigging for 
those of shorter stature.  RM continued down the 24m below to the junction with the main route and 
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the Belgian route.  Here the cave changed in character with crawls and meanders with odd irritating 
bits of rigging and route finding.  Eventually the team reached the historic camp chamber and ditched 
the kit and made an inventory for the next team.  Despite trepidation a steady and uneventful exit 
was made.  Exiting the cave at 1:00pm, after 11 hours underground. 
 
Thanks to HF for the lovely meal waiting. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Orangeade Arcade   JR, CV, JC & SL 
The team portered two loads of dive kit to top of The Ramp for CJe then caved on to Orangeade 
Arcade to investigate potential for it to connect to Bone Passage.  On route to Orangeade Arcade, we 
dropped a rope down the open lead that was investigated in 2021 by DC, CV & JR.  Previously in 2021 
the team were turned back from fully investigating a downwards sloping ramp due to running out of 
rope at ~25m distance down slope.   
 
JC descended a ~25 degree greasy slope for 40m then entered walking stooping passage that 
identified for around 20 to 30m. This passage is ongoing, along with around ~3 other visible open 
leads that require further investigation and surveying. 
 
The team then moved on to the surveyed end of Orangeade Arcade to investigate the potential for 
further progression.  CV & JR were able to confirm that, although there was a gap in the region of 3 
inches high, the roof met the floor and was impassable. However, JC noticed another lead off the right 
side around 10m in on the right side when entering this section. The mud floor needs a few minutes 
of digging to going larger ongoing passage. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Road to Certain Death  CJe, AB 
AB- Reclimbed waterfall at the end to get to the sump, spits too rusted to use. Then set traverses and 
pitches to bypass traverses.  Carried cylinders and other kit left by other teams from top of Ramps to 
below waterfall ready for use. 
 
Prospecting on Hoyo Oscuro     CJ, DW, DM, SD 
GPS locations of several caves high up in Hoyo Oscuro. Amongst others, 2 very interesting caves 
found. The 1st one a previously descended pitch to a snow plug. DM and DW passed the snow plug 
but ran out of rope, another undescended. Snow plugs seem to have retreated significantly over the 
past few years.  
 
We were struck by the density of natural open shafts in the region and only managed to cover 1/3rd 
to 1/2 of this impressive high bowl. Worth a revisit.  
 

• AN-65 - 360908 4784568 2009m 8m diameter pot, snow plug at 8m, possibly passible, worth 
a visit 

• AN-64 - 360897 4784548 2020m Funnel pot approximately 10m to floor, worth a visit 

• AN-61 - 360997 4784589 1977m Sink in bottom of shallow Hoyo, no draft, no snow. Not 
worth a visit. Dig 

• T331 - 361059 4784452 2056m Large rift entrance, snow plugged, likely choked. Further 
adjacent pot, choked 

• HO-60 - 361350 4784792 1894m Ridge above sara depression, 10m pot from surface to 15m 
pitch to boulder floor 

• HO-16 - 360736 4784569 2111m Choked pothole, 4m deep, don't visit 

• HO-15 - 360736 4784554 2114m Choked pothole, 4m deep, don't visit 

• HO-61 - 360754 4784456 2117m depth unknown, large rift, no spits, worth a visit 

• HO-62 - 360780 4784388 2100m 10m rift, no signs of descent, worth a visit 

• HO-63 - 360787 4784432 2093m natural pot shaft, very clean, no spits 

• HO-64 - 360945 4784548 2001m bad GPS, 3 short climbs down, 30m descended, ends in 
boulders. Not worth a visit 
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• HO-65 - 360949 4784563 1997m stones thrown, big noise, maybe 40m, definitely worth a 
visit 

• AN-60 - 360997 4784588 1979m 40m pitch, rift with 45 degrees snow plug. Spit observed, 
worth a revisit 

• AN-182 - 360927 4784895 1853m Surface choke, at base of depression, good draft, not 
viable 

• HO-66 - 361050 4784868 1977m Surface choke, immature swallet, good draft, not viable 

Cueva de la Marniosa – NCC series    PW, PNI 
6 hour trip to firstly place a TinyTag sensor at the foot of the Papoose Pitch and then to take 
equipment and check out a lead near Alien Weaponry chamber. 
 

 
Climb turned out to be easy 15m climb out of the streamway onto a series of calcite flows.  At the top 
was a squeeze as described into a large chamber.  Main passage ends in wet decorated chamber, 
possible draft through a little eye hole at the end.  On the left on entry into the chamber is way up 
another calcite flow to a balcony with a pitch below (this is 99% certain to be the main stream.  A 
further climb / ramp of 15m heads directly above and is worth another look.   
 
100m surveyed.  Following kit left at Corner Chamber: Hitachi 18v, drill bit, 2 batteries, MSR pump, 
MSR petrol bottle and a compression sack.  All to be moved to AW camp or brought out depending on 
decisions. 
 
Weary exit, with Papoose causing problems, the rope can get caught between low rock and flake and 
the larger boulder in the middle.  The rebelay on the right-hand wall (as you look up) should be reused 
again. 
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Picture: TinyTag at the foot of Papoose Pitch, Cueva de la Marniosa (Phil Walker). 

Sierra del Corta prospecting     DH, TD 
We drove to the car park and walked down the main track. Toby spotted a large shake hole just off 
the main track (on the right, as you walk towards Sierra del Corta). We explored this, I found a 
possible entrance T520 (my tag was TD1), coordinates are 30T 0362733,4789296 with an elevation of 
1041m (photo to be provided). The approximate centre of shake hole is 30T 0362740,4789272. In the 
shake hole I found a cave entrance which is tagged as T521 (my tag was TD3), 30T 0362734,4789251 
but I believe this has been previously found by Lisa with Toby on a previous expedition, can provide a 
photo of entrance if required. 
 
We then continued along main track, then up the trail that leads towards the area where T69 is. We 
walked to end of the track and explored the very large shake hole. I did not find anything, but Toby 
came across a possible entrance an easy walk from the track, this was tagged T522 (my tag was TD4), 
30T 0362680,4788886 with an elevation of 1246m. Can provide a photo. In my opinion T522 is 
probably the one worth coming back with rope to explore. 
 

• T520 (TD1) 30T 0362733,4789296 1041m 

• T521 (TD3) 30T 0362734,4789251 

• T522 (TD4) 30T 0362680,4788886 1246m 
 
Torca Bromista AH, CS 
Returned to Bromista with the aim of widening the top of the third pitch head to allow access below. 
Spent a couple of hours with caps (useless) and hammer and chisel with some success, although still 
too narrow for AH to pass. CS then descended to the bottom to hammer the crawl. The crawl 
continued to a very tight spot blocked by a calcite boulder that would need removing/smashing up. 
There is still a very strong draft in this point.  
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However, we decided that it was probably too much for one person and as caps have had no success 
in Bromista we derigged the cave on our exit, collecting a massive amount of equipment we had 
accumulated underground over the past couple of days. Made for a tough walk back to the car. 
 
Definitely a lead worth pursuing, would be worth trying to enlarge the pitch head with an SDS drill 
and chisel bit. Also, would be worth rigging this pitch with 30m of ladder and lifeline off the newly 
installed through bolts; would allow for easier passage through the squeeze as the biggest problem is 
SRT kit. Drill and chisel bit would be useful for the end also.  

 
Tuesday 6th September 2022 

Cheese Cave                                                                                                      DM, AH, CS 
Apparently, this cave is one of the best prospects in the entire area and holds the key to the 
connection between Agua and the higher caves. With a promise like that who could refuse a trip.  The 
cave starts pleasantly enough before degenerating into a narrow and drafty crawl (gleefully and 
predictably referred to as ‘like Mendip’). The crawl leads to a pitch series which continues down a 
depth of around 120m according to the decidedly untrustworthy survey.  
 
Our initial goal was to look at the bottom of the cave which had been examined a few times and 
declared to be too tight on each occasion. Of course, we would be thinner and more determined than 
any that had come before. We weren’t. The cave degenerates to a very small and immature 
streamway that is decidedly not human sized. A climb over the top of the sediment blockage at the 
end of the cave popped up into a large rift which initially appeared to be the start of something great. 
Unfortunately, the walls closed in after a short distance. 
 
With the bottom of the cave decisively killed we headed back to the surface to look at a couple of 
interesting leads around the 30m pitch. The first is a ramp at the base of the pitch that will require a 
few bolts to reach and looks as if it may be the start of a parallel meander. The second, more exciting 
lead is a passage visible on the far side of the shaft at the top of the pitch. This looks to be around 5-
10m wide and phreatic. A draft could be felt blowing across the top of the pitch.  It is hoped to bolt 
traverse across to this passage tomorrow. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Bolt Climb Alien Weaponry  JD, LB 
We took advantage of the aid climbing kit left in Alien Weaponry and went to go bolt up the ~35m 
“Ted Aven”, using shiny new removable hangars and Raumer stick-up. Leo made ~20m of progress 
onto a chossy slope while Jack cowered on a Y-hang placed in an alcove, no decision was made on 
whether or not the aven went anywhere, so kit was left behind in order to finish the job tomorrow.  
 
On the return journey a small-but-definite inlet was spotted just upstream of Papoose Pitch, which we 
plan to visit on the return trip. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Road to Certain Death  CJe, AB, AR 
AB, AR hauled dive cylinders to top of pitch whilst CJe setup his dive kit. CJe prussiked up the 8m pitch 
in dry suit and donned lead, rebreather etc. at the top whilst being careful not to step the wrong way.  
 
CJe followed the original line which ran in the narrow roof of the passage. The visibility was good, and 
he could see the floor below where it was much wider.  At -40m doubled up line was encountered 
suggesting a line break ahead. At -50m the old line ran out and CJe tied on his reel and followed a 
gravel floor under and arched roof. At -65m the passage ended abruptly when a wall appeared 
directly in front. The cave however turned sharp left in a tall rift. This didn’t look promising at first, but 
dark spaces ahead offered the promise of a larger opening.  Sure, enough after no more than 10m the 
diver entered a large passage at 60m depth. Easy line laying followed, and the passage rose gently to 
around 50m depth then at -45m a wall appeared directly in front. Rising up the diver followed this 
whilst scanning around and realised he was in a shaft.  
 
As he rose, he noticed the way on was behind him and at 30m entered a new horizontal section of 
cave. This rose to -21m and continued until CJe was presented with several large blocks to pass 
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between. Through these and into open water again the dive reached -9m for his first decompression 
stop. Surface could be seen directly above but there was a much more appealing passage heading off 
at -7m. This was followed, 10m of deco completed and surface in a large lake reached. A small 
cascade provided some inflow.  The diver took off bottles, then walked up the passage to find the 
next sump no more than 10m away. After portering the dive kit over dry land CJe dived into S2. 
Surface in an airbell was gained very quickly but the way on was underwater. After 50m CJe surfaced 
again in ongoing dry passage. This was explored with some possible climbs in the roof and two pools 
found. CJ was able to clamber down to one of these which proved to have no continuation but the 
other will require some rope to access.  
 
A basic survey was completed, and the diver headed out, surveying both sumps on the way.  Dive 
time back through S1 33mins with 5mins of deco. No inlet into S2 located so unclear where the water 
comes from. Something may have been missed – either in S1 or in S2.     
 
Sistema Sara       RM, HF, IP 
After waiting for IH, DW and DP to head in to keep rigging, we entertained SD and CJ with brews at 
camp, then let them go ahead to survey.  Finally, it was our turn to head in, photographing the first 
part of the route. 
 
We headed in, starting with a photo of the entrance climb.  We then headed down to the timbered 
mine workings, after the P6, and took a few photos for the precariously balanced deads.  After that 
we headed towards the squeeze at the head of the P35, but at that time we could still hear the survey 
team, just below us.  Rather than wait around in queue we went back and explored some more of the 
mine. 
 
The mine levels below the handline climbs have some railway sleepers remaining and many side 
passages.  This could be a good survey project and wouldn’t interfere with the main Heinous Shaft.  
After a few pictures of mine relics, we headed back to the head of the P35.  Getting a photo of the 
squeeze required some fiddly kit maneuverers and RM did not enjoy repeatedly moving in the tight 
parts.  We then also got some more spacious photos of the main P35m pitch.  Since we could still hear 
the other teams below, we decided to leave the photo of the Heinous Shaft for another day 
 
Sistema Sara (2)      CJo, IH, DP, DW, SD 
Team walked into top camp and met RM, HF, and IP by approx. 11am.  DP, IH and DW entered T78 
first, and DP briefly went ahead and safely waited for IH and DW at base of P52. Newly rigged pitches 
(P12, P24 and P6) and route successfully negotiated up until previously used underground camp site.  
 
IH continued rigging, skirted around the top of a pitch, and located high level crawling bypass to duck. 
Series of wet cascades with slippery black rock rigged with hand line. Next pitch (P9?) dropped 
alongside existing ropes and muddy high level traverse route then followed to avoid rigging several 
smaller pitches (C3, P7, P6, P15 and P5?). New ~P10 pitch with no evidence of bolts / rope descended 
by IH and further muddy traverses also rigged.  
 
DP then located (but didn’t follow) P27 and carried on to ‘Leper’s Lament’ which was dropped as 
~P10. DP identified position of P46 before returning to IH and DW. Team then exited with trip length 
of approx. 16 hrs.  CJo and SD rerigged Heinous Shaft traverse (‘This is what you could have fallen off’) 
with popped bolt and moved rope to ‘Ian’s ledge of contemplation’ to completely avoid this sketchy 
feature. Resurvey then continued from base of P34 to include P70, P125 and P52.  
 
(CJo) Walked in to Sara camp with DP, IH, DW to discuss plan of action. RM, IP and HF all impressed 
with the scale of Heinous Shaft and agreed with our cautionary tales of poor rock, especially with a 
rock complete with bolt, popping on RM on their descent. They were also concerned about Ian’s ledge 
of contemplation. 
 
SD and CJ had a cup of tea with the Happy Campers giving the other team an hour’s head start to pass 
the Heinous Shaft. 2 additional handlines were placed and the p6 backed up. A short wait at the base 
of the 38m allowed them to clear the Heinous Shaft and surveying of the big pitch began. Surveying 
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was complicated by a poor Bluetooth connection between the phone and disto meaning 100's of legs 
and splays would arrive at once. Once at Phat Robs Traverse the drill came out and a long time was 
spent looking for any rock that would back up the traverse. In the end a thin band of good rock was 
found 2m above and although safer was a more difficult traverse. This used more bolts than expected 
and meant Ian’s Ledge of Contemplation couldn’t be avoided. Surveying continued to the base of the 
pitch taking a total of 3h 15 to survey and re-bolt the traverse. As we sat under Dave’s shield, 
occasional rockfall enticed us to leave this place and we quickly surveyed down to the kit dump at the 
base of the P52 (38m free hang) where some dropped bolts were found.  
 
Ian’s Ledge of Contemplation was re-bolted with these new bolts on the way out taking 2h 15 and 5h 
30 spent on the shaft in total. P38 pitch head passed with ease.  
 
Heinous Shaft depth 196m from the pitch head, but a shot upwards at this point recorded ~35m so it 
is likely ~230m from top to base. It is also possible to descend through an obscure hole on a ledge in 
the p38, thus connecting the two shafts. However, the logical route is the one rigged.  Some of the 
original spits were spotted and quickly ignored. The ropes from a 2015 Spanish trip used the 
alternative pitch head and were visibly passing through perched boulders and over significant rub 
points.  
 
The rigging in the Heinous Shaft alone used ~280-300m of rope, ~50 bolts, 19 rebelays and 1 traverse 
to create a wonderful and unique journey through one of the more terrifying shafts in the Picos de 
Europa. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Downstream Climb   JR, SL, JC, CV 
Entered Marniosa via the valley entrance and made our way through the upper series using in situ 
ropes dropping into the streamway via the P7 pitch.  Easy going down stream along the stream 
passage over a number of fairly deep pools until we reached the first 4m pitch.  The in-situ rope was 
unusable due to water damage over the winter so replaced with a new rope.  3 in place bolts usable, 
but first bolt has signs of wear (groove worn into it by maillon).   

Streamway below this pitch soon narrows and required us to gain height climbing 2 to 3m above the 
stream way as it cascades on delicate flakes and chert. The next pitch felt further away than that 
marked as the second 4m pitch marked on the survey and consisted of a 4 to 5m pitch followed by a 
re-belay and a further 4 to 5m pitch.  We were slightly confused thinking this was the 3rd, 10m pitch, 
but it’s possible that the original route approached the pitch closer (lower) to the streamway and was 
originally 4m.  The rope on this (2nd) pitch was usable so we didn’t replace, but it’s likely to need 
replacing soon.   

We continued travelling downstream, climbing above the stream on delicate flakes and chert when 
the stream passage became too constricted.  We eventually came across the 3rd 10m pitch which was 
rigged with usable in situ rope and continued downstream at stream level before hitting a junction 
where the water raises to waist level.  A left turn would have taken us to Sump 1, we headed right in 
waist deep water for 3 to 5m before climbing out of the water in a chamber.  The way on (south) is a 
5m ramp on a 45-50֯ angle up decaying flowstone.   

At the top of the ramp, we traversed back on ourselves (east) across an unstable slope above the pool 
we had just walked through (as per survey).  The way on then swung back towards the south / south-
west heading uphill and narrowing to a tunnel approx. 2m wide and lowering to 1m high over 5 to 10 
m before opening up into a small chamber with a 4m climb on the south side.  The route to and the 
base of the climb was marked with survey markers, and it looked like there was a survey marker at 
the top of the climb.  The climb was not overly exposed and had natural handholds (delicate flakes 
and chert) similar to that in the streamway.   

The climb wasn’t climbed, but there is potentially a way on at 4m heading south-west / west.  
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Cueva del Nacimiento - Resurvey    DJC, BC 
We started at the 2011 survey point and went to the weir where we gave the lake a lot of splays.  We 
put the very first survey marker into the canal wall just downstream of the bridge.  More splays.  The 
lake now looks like one of those modern art creations where cotton is stretched between tacks. 
 
On continuing in to the cave we got to the top of the roped climb down where we placed the second 
marker and the TinyTag.  At the bottom of the roped climb, we started exploring the bottom of the 
rift.  We determined there were several levels.  Off to the right we found a passage heading down, 
after several legs we found a duck that looked tight and constricted- it is probably marked on the 
existing survey. 
 
On returning we found a way to a window overlooking the stream in a chamber, no easy way down 
(3m pitch).  We then found another window into the same chamber, more like 5m this time.  We then 
went away from the stream and found some low passage that after a couple of dead-ends (too low 
but connects) we could see the waterfall from below.  There is a pitch into the streamway (3m) and a 
climb to the top of the waterfall.  Round another side we could see the bulk of the water going down 
a plug hole (we didn’t feel like attempting the plug hole).  Basically, no way to the streamway below 
the waterfall without a short rope/ladder.  We need to return to do the second half of the rift below 
the waterfall, and we need some equipment so we can follow the streamway. 
 
Pico Boro Prospecting     PW, PNI, TD, DH, JS  
Spent over 6 hours looking for the best leads on the top of the mountain, T171 and CS-35 specifically, 
all drafting, but found none of them.  The GPS for CS-35 is probably in the correct vicinity but very 
difficult to find in the scree slopes.  T171 is a converted one and probably widely out.   
 

 

Picture 1980 Pico Boro location map 

Other sites / revised coordinates for review. 
 
Mines beneath Cueto Cueva peak (marked 3 above) 
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• PB-20   0360159 4786011 1761 – 2m blind 

• PB-21 (X3)  0360140 4785995 1769m – 4m shaft to flooded 

• PB-22  0360121 4786034 1758m – twin shafts, look to connect at bottom 

• PB-23 (5)  0360095 4786046 1759m – 2m slope to flooded level 

• PB-24 (G4)  0360075 4786024 1756m – rock shelter 

• CS-14  0359317 4785796 1975m 

• T58 (CS-38) 0359689 4785775 1860m – snow plug considerably lower than previous years 

• CS-7  0359232 4785426 2056m – small hole in clints 

• CS-8  0359228 4785410 2063m – hole by side of track where track leaves the Jou 
Sin Tierre depression 

• CS-41  0359067 4785187 2117m – obvious sink collapse on track  

Wednesday 7th September 2022 

Cowshead Cavern     DH 
DH installed TinyTag about 10cm above stream at the point where you leave the stream to climb up 
between the boulders, so about 10m into the cave. Photo to be provided but should be very obvious 
to anyone. 
 
Note: requires tightening up as I was given a flat head screw driver so could not fully screw in the 
screw. 
 

 

Picture: TinyTag location at Cowshead Cavern (Duncan Hornby). 

Sistema Sara      RM, HF 
With IP waiting at camp for reinforcements to arrive, we were heading into continue rigging down 
towards the sump and to grab some more photos on the way.  We got to the head of the Heinous 
Shaft with no more than the usual amount of difficulty (mostly at the squeeze at the head of the P35).  
At the point, we kitted up with a flashgun each to try and get a picture of the big pitch. 
 
Heading down we decided to photograph the band of loose rock at the re-belay above the traverse.  
Even though you can’t see maybe 20% of the shaft it was still big enough for the traverse ledge to be 
out of sight!  With camera packed away we continued down admiring the re-done rigging and 
avoiding touching any of the walls.  The big flash guns were left at the base of the Heinous Shaft, and 
we continued down through the awkward rift snaggy passages to camp.  Here RM did an excellent job 
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of posing to fully highlight the misery of this chamber as a camp, with it’s hard, damp, and muddy 
floor. 
 
Beyond this point was new to both of us but had been well marked with reflectors so route finding 
was not too difficult.  Although the passage was larger and not too snaggy it was also covered in thick 
sticky mud, so we were soon filthy.  Eventually we found the kit left by the previous days team.  At 
this point we decided to re-join the main streamway route.  RM started bolting down the P27, a fine 
shaft well away from both streams that entered the chamber.  The water then collects to go down the 
next P12, so deviations were added for a dry descent.  A short climb below this pass under drips, so a 
handline was added for speed. 
 
At the head of the big P43 there was something of a traverse required, so I took the opportunity to 
grab some action shots of RM bolting.  This pitch descends an impressive chamber, with very nice re-
belays keeping you out of the spray.  RM slightly overshot the end of this pitch, dropping into a very 
wet hole in the floor, with the streamway.  However, he came back up to the intermediate ledge, but 
not before pulling off some more of the cave wall onto himself.  From this ledge, we could descend 
the next two pitches (P9 and P8) together, away from the water.  With one more P8 (with a rather 
tricky re-belay on it) we reached the dry oxbow. 
 
The pitch from the oxbow was rather tight at the top and snagged on everything, especially the tape 
Rob was trying to rig a deviation with.  As Rob started to rig the P24 I heard a shout of ‘rope free’ from 
behind and soon Arwel had joined me in the chamber.  Rob then shouted up that the rope only just 
reached the floor, so this was the last pitch for today.  We all descended, at this point Peachy and 
Alan had also joined.  Although Peachey has brought another 90m of rope in, we only had 3 bolts and 
very little tape, so we decided to call it a day. 
 
As Arwel and Al needed to get back down the hill, we decided they should go first with me, Rob and 
Peachey taking some photos on the way out to give them time to clear the main shaft.  We took 
photos of the final shaft we had reached and some of the rifts and climbs around the camp chamber.  
When we reached the base of Heinous Shaft, we could still hear the others high above.  We sat under 
the survival blanket, pressed well into the wall to avoid any debris.  Peachey then produced a stove 
from the depths of his bag and excellent entertainment was had watching him boil a mug of water 
with both stove and mug held in mid-air.  The resulting tea was much appreciated and soon after 
there was a distant but loud ‘rope free’ as the others reached the top. 
 
We started our slow climb and made it to the top with only minor bit of gravel falling around us.  
Peachey then headed out whilst HF and RM pottered more slowly but did also remember Peachey’s 
drill, which he had walked straight past.  At the entrance we also found the handline left up but with 
some spotting the climb was not too bad.  We picked up HF bag and the bin bags / washing sponge 
that Peachey has also forgotten and headed back to camp at 04:15.  At camp Peachy had made up for 
all the things he had forgotten with a fantastic dinner which was gratefully scoffed before collapsing 
into bed 
 
Cheese Cave      DM, AH, CS 
Return to look at the black space across from the P30 pitch head.  A bolted traverse across the wall 
from the pitch head leads to the start of what appears to be a large older passage which immediately 
chokes with mud and boulders.  There is a possible dig on the left hand side of the passage, but this 
is not considered to be a promising prospect due to the lack of draft. 
 
Rio Chico      PW, PI, JS, SL 
After equipment failure during original trip into Chico the surveying was reattempted.  SL and JS were 
deposited at the undescended P6 near the entrance, for JS to receive crash course in SRT. 
 
PW and PNI started surveying from DJC last point near the overflow section.  A few loops completed 
first and then up the first ramp.  This proved to be a lot bigger than expected, with some obvious 
drops back to the stream and cascades below, but also a final drop down into an undescended void, 
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that would appear to be back to the stream, but cannot be seen from above or below, possible 
dropping into part of the concreated roof of the entrance approach.  
 
A small climb led into further ramps and a drop down back to the stream.  At this point we met with 
JS and SL and sent them up some climbs while we continued.  Back in the stream we tied back into the 
start point and had some lunch.  Next, we continued onto the sump, closing a few more loops, and 
although we felt it was surveyed comprehensively, we missed the alcove were DH had discovered 
some dive bottles? 
 
Finished and exited to another sweaty walk up the gorge to Tresviso.  567m surveyed.  Subsequent 
final Chico survey, including sumps and P6 series was 1167m 
 
Silvestre & Pizza     JR, CV, DC, JC 
Took the others to Silvestre (so that Duncan can create a track on his GPS).  We then walked back up 
the hill and down to Sotres.  Pizza!  Toby and Duncan joined us and then left us (so that Dunc could 
place a TinyTag).  Claire and John raced up the hill to the cross roads while Jules and Derek took an 
easier pace that allowed them to chat about the science we’re doing here.  Once we’d got to the top 
of the hill Toby collected us and drove us down to Tresviso. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa     JD, LB 
Took some pretty photos in the entrance series. 
 

 
Picture: Cueva del Marniosa (Leo Bradley). 

Back into Alien Weaponry bolt-climb, Ted Aven now measured at 40m high, and progress has been 
made to 25m off the ground – we are fairly certain it doesn’t go anywhere, as it seems to continue up 
into a perched choke of sizeable boulders which would require bolting round/through. It has been left 
rigged to the top with a decent belay point bolted in place, we’re not 100% certain that it definitely 
doesn’t go, so someone else could probably go in and give a second opinion. Aid Climbing kit, and drill 
with a single unused battery are still in place. 
 
Also, re-surveyed through the low crawl beside Ted Aven to find a steeply angled chamber 
~20m*20m, with dangerously loose pits (presumed back to streamway level) at the bottom, and a 
well-decorated area at the top end (“The Squiffy Grotto”, named after JD’s dog) 
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JD was poked into the inlet just upstream from Papoose Pitch, low water allowed passage through the 
small moist slot into a small chamber beyond, which has flowstone running into it and closes down to 
a couple of inches heading upwards. The area was surveyed, and a retreat was made before the 
thunderstorm we encountered on the walk home probably filled up the inlet! Named “Wet Welly 
Inlet” as JD had managed to keep his feet dry through the entire streamway until ducking through the 
low inlet.  

• 2 bags of camping kit removed. 

• One bag of camp kit, 2 bags of rope, and 1 bag of aid climbing kit still in Alien Weaponry. 

• 2 Surveys produced, currently on the Galaxy S4 survey phone under name Crawl By Ted Aven for 
what’s now named The Squiffy Grotto, and Grim Inlet for what’s now named Wet Welly Inlet. For 
the purposes of tying in to main Marniosa survey: Station 0 on the Squiffy Grotto survey was 
from Survey Station 6 in Alien Weaponry, and the Wet Welly Inlet can be tied in using the line 
between Stations 0-1 on the “grim inlet” survey, which was done between two tippex survey 
stations in the main streamway, which should match up to the main survey. 

Thursday 8th September 2022 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Orangeade Arcade   DH, JR, CV, DC, JC 
JR delayed his entry so that he could take Jim to the divers at Road to Certain Death.  The rest of us 
made our way to Orangeade Arcade, stopping at the slippery pitch down (name?). The team split into 
two with to DH & JC descending the slippery pitch and CV and DC went onwards to Claire’s passage to 
start surveying.   
 
JC/DH exploration – We descended the slippery pitch and entered a chamber that contains bat bones 
in a small pit. We explored the obvious possible routes above, none of these lead to anything. 
Continuing on we came across a name ‘Jonah’ scrawled in sand (upside-down- indicating approach 
from the opposite direction). We passed this and continued in the low crawl. The low crawl ended so 
we returned to an alternative route. This continues for some distance (hands-knees crawling) and 
then started to descend steeply. Without rope we decided to stop and return to the bottom of the 
slippery pitch. We had explored all alternative routes, so the conclusion is that “Jonah” had 
approached this part of the cave system from the steeply descending passage that we had turned 
around at. 
 
CV/DC survey - After 86 m of surveying the sandy crawl was getting low and sandy.  We then realised 
that if we didn’t complete the survey we’d be told to return, so we continued a few more legs until it 
was too low for Claire to continue without digging tools.  We returned to the survey station and 
surveyed the loop.  After surveyed the loop we returned to the slippery pitch down to find JR boiling 
water on a stove and DH, JC derigging the pitch. 
 
I don’t know what happened down there, but there was no intent of ever returning, even though the 
survey hadn’t been started.  DH and JC headed to Claire’s passage for a bit of a dig while DC, CV & JR 
re-rigged the pitch and surveyed down (not fun).  At the bottom of the pitch/ramp there was some 
low passage heading off.  A couple of bat skeletons were found.  More crawling and 17 legs later the 
PDA started confusing Derek by showing a leg and then removing it, so we marked station 20 and 
called it a day.  John then said the way on way this way (opposite to the direction of the last station), 
through a series of crawls that started to descend.  Derek then saw rapidly descending lights going 
down a metre diameter ramp.  It was then a comedy of sliding watching John and Claire climb back 
up.  We returned to the bottom of the slippery ramp where John went up first, followed by Claire 
(several times) and finally Derek.  The rope was left rigged as we have to return to survey to the 
ramps and the ramps themselves.   
 
On returning to the top of the ramp there was a few bags waiting for us and we saw a light coming 
from Stalagmite Chamber (The Road to Certain Death) that turned into Jim.  We swapped some of the 
kit around (John gave Jim all the lead) and we headed down the ramp with some of the bags.  At 
Clapham Junction we waited for Bob, Jim & Chris to come down the ramp where we changed some 
more equipment about and headed out. 
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The dig that JC and DH visited was quickly passed to enter a small chamber with no obvious way on. 
We returned to the stove and could hear CV/DC surveying. We went to the sump where CJ had been 
diving and with Herculean strength JC dragged a dive bottle out to the cave entrance. 
 
Addendum 
Howard “Jonah” Rothwell was on the ’75 expedition and was one of the people that explored Outer 
Mongolia, Bonsi Beach, Road to Ruin up to Road to Certain Death.  No mention of them going up the 
ramp (from LUSS 1977: ‘The way on, up a ramp, looked like hard work, so we turned right’). 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Road to Certain Death   CJe, SL, BC, JD 
CJe wanted to make a second dive through to the passage beyond sump 2 to confirm previous 
findings and search for any underwater continuations missed on the exploration dive. A rope, bolting 
kit and SRT kit were carried.  
 
In excellent visibility CJe scoured the walls with a bright light in both S1 and S2 but no missing 
passages could be found. The small trickle of water entering S1 appears to just seep through the rock, 
there is no flow between S1 and S2 and there is no obvious inlet into S2. Out of the water after S2 
more time was spent looking at possible climbs. There is the chance that these will go somewhere but 
CJe cannot get too excited about the potential. Both ‘lakes’ were investigated. In the first lake CJe 
clambered down to the water and with diving mask and torch convinced himself that it probably isn’t 
a sump with ongoing passage underwater.  
 
The second lake required a 20m rope with the end cut off to create a deviation. Rigged to naturals this 
dropped CJe into a much larger pool which certainly looks more promising and has the potential to 
continue underwater. Doing SRT in a dry suit with thick underclothes was not easy and diving this pool 
would require another diving to lower cylinders and rebreather down so no attempt was made to dive 
the pool.  
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Consort Hall     PW, PI 
Trip in to CH to set up camp, start on another section of the re-survey and look at a few other things 
depending on timing. 
 
2 large bags taken in; not particularly heavy, but very large which made progress through the 
entrance series slower than ideal. Meet up with BC near the Black Hole for an update on the diving, 
then off up The Ramp and turn R into new territory for PI. Steady progress past all the standard 
landmarks, arriving CH approx. 18.30.  
 
After a warm drink, move on through the Big Country and survey back to CH – about 400m of shiny 
new passage detail logged in total. Rat packs and a Jura tot to end the day. 
 
Sistema Sara (1)       RM, HF, IP 
Back to the valley (Tresviso) for recovery and liquid refreshment.  Peachy gallantly carried the 
(unused) generator off the hill while we removed Helen’s kit as she was spending the rest of the trip 
down the hill. 
 
Sistema Sara (2)       CJo, DP 
We had hopes that RM, IP and HF would have made it to the sump yesterday, however the cave just 
didn’t give in and there was still nearly 100m of descent left in various spread out pitches. Long 
discussions were had on whether to try and complete these the next day on a portering trip, but it 
was clear we needed to know the sump could be reached before going any further and with a storm 
approaching in the forecast it had to be today.  
 
A very tired and poorly recovered CJ and DP headed back up to Sara with even more rope, bolts, 
rigging tat and batteries to try and reach the sump.  
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We reached the end of the ropes at around 5pm, we both felt a high route over the boulders into dark 
space looked inviting and were very tempted to begin exploring this way, however the priority on this 
trip was to reach the sump. DP began bolting immediately and CJ promptly fell asleep on a ledge next 
to the start of the traverse. A series of fun short pitches near the watercourse followed, with modern 
drills it was simple to avoid the worst of the water. And we were soon down in the final 'sporting 
meander'.  I think we may have been the 3rd team to this part of the cave and the lack of traffic was 
evident, finding the simplest level in the meander took some time and cairns and markers were 
placed to help the portering teams.  The description we had was good, however I would suggest 
clarifying the wording around the boulder chamber, the down climb, and the final wet crawl. This 
meander is the most well developed I have seen in the Andara region and at one point clearly had a 
sizeable streamway. Whether this still flows during winter/spring months is difficult to tell, but I doubt 
it.  
 
The final pitch negotiated, well away from the water and the sump soon follows through a low crawl. 
We we're the 3rd visitors to this remote sump and the carbide bottle from the 1st explorers still floats 
in the water. Water levels were low and we wondered if the sump would be by-passable via a swim. 
There were also several climbs in the area, but these appear to have been investigated.   We turned 
around and my tired brain forgot most of what we'd passed on the way in and I was surprised by the 
amount and variety of the pitches which separated us from the main shaft.  
 
16hrs underground and back in Tresviso for 7am.  
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race 2000   DW, CS, AH 
Got a tad lost in the entrance series (found a sump with some blue polyprop?) but after that a straight 
forward trip to DR that took about 7 hours. Unfortunately, CS remembered that we’d left the survey 
phone at the entrance as we approached the beginning of the ramps, but we weren’t going back for 
it. Very little in the way of food at camp (milk powder but no tea/coffee) but there were 2 water 
bottles left for us which was greatly appreciated. Ate our rat packs then early bed ready for our 
pushing trip the next day. 
 
Friday 9th September 2022 

 
Minas de los Ingleses      LB, JDe 
Attempt to continue the previous year’s bolting to the bottom before Leo had to go up to Sara. The 
attempt failed due to lack of bolting hammer, a chunk of rock was used as a replacement and slow 
progress was made until both the rock and Leo’s wrist disintegrated. 
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Picture: Entrance to Minas de Los Ingleses, Tresviso (Jack Dewison). 

Entrance is severely organic, clearly a goat shelter. On the right-hand side as you go in there is a 
disgusting tunnel that leads to another entrance, inside which can be found an undescended pitch.  
Part way down the 30m pitch below the narrow slot, a bolt traverse could potentially reach an 
alternative inlet/route. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Consort Hall (Day 2)   PW, PI 
After a warm but slightly uncomfortable night in the tent (PI) and bivi bag (PW), emerge into the cool, 
early Consort Hall “morning”. Pack up after breakfast and tidy up some of the old detritus to take out 
of the cave. 
 
Head off about 9.00 and make steady progress out, PI leading to test powers of observation from the 
inwards journey. Pass CJe near the Black Hole and then out for 12.30 and meet the dive gear sherpas. 
 
Final note – catastrophic split down side of Transporter bag was fortunately discovered, and 
presumably occurred, on walk back rather than in cave! 
 
Consort Hall Camp 

• Circa 20m 9mm static 

• Circa 35m 9mm static 

• 2 x 3 season synthetic sleeping bags 

• 1 x lightweight sleeping bag (Adam Spillane’s?) 

• 2 x Ortlieb heavy duty 35l 

• 1 450g gas canister (half full) – No burner 

• 1 pan / holder 

• 2 lighters 

• 6 camping mats 

• 1 washing line 

• 1 tent 

• 3 x survival bags 
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• 3 water carriers 

• 1 toilet roll 

• 2 x noodles 

• 2 x ration packs  

• 150ml Jura whiskey 

• 1l petrol (circa 2012) 

Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race 2000 (day 2)  DW, CS, AH 
DW – Set off from camp at about 1030 with a bag of digging gear, a bag of warm gear + stove/food, 
and a bag of empty bottles for the water spot beyond the traverse. We filled all the water bottles and 
left them at the water spot, in the bag, ready for our return. I got majorly lost by deciding that all up 
ropes led to pointless avens… made the trip to the far end 4 hours instead of the typical 2… oops. 
Found the drafting crack no problem after we went up the ropes and set about with the hammering 
and chiselling. The cold drill batteries cr*pped out almost instantly meaning plug and feathers were 
out, although considering it was mostly calcite, they would have been quite ineffective. The only real 
way to make progress was simply smashing the calcite/rock/brown goo with the hammer. We found 
the best solution was to continually rotate diggers as soon our arms tired, which happened quite 
quickly considering the cramped conditions. After 4 hours we had reduced the sizable calcite column 
to the point that CS could squeeze his way through. 
 
The passage instantly became larger beyond, and the constriction could be worked on with greater 
ease from that side. The squeeze is not too tight but is most certainly a harness off affair. More effort 
should be made to enlarge it further. 
 
The passage beyond is approximately 2-3m wide and 10-15m high. The walls are made of the angled 
black sheets of rock/calcite and the floor littered with broken shards. Popcorn is also abundant, and 
care needs to be taken on climbs. After 15 or so metres there is a calcite constriction through 
flowstone that drops about 1m down to continuing passage. After a further 15m or so there is almost 
vertical muddy flowstone which would not be safely free climbable. This is by-passable by crawling 
through the bottom of the flowstone for about 10m in a tight muddy tube. A crowbar was used to 
enlarge the crawl but more needs doing for normal sized people. We inadvertently left the crowbar 
there so the next team will need to retrieve it. 
 
After the muddy tube there is a 5m free climb into a passage that is wider than the previous but not 
as tall. If you go to the right, you get to the top of the flowstone climb. Left leads back into the rifty 
passage and ends with a downclimb of approx. 7m and then there is a traverse around the right of the 
passage that leads you to a potential way on which is a 10m climb up some flowstone that looks free 
climbable. 
 
After a long day and not having any rope or slings I made the difficult decision to call it a day as we 
were all knackered and thought sketchy free climbs in virgin passage was a bit too risky. This risk was 
further reinforced after pushing off a huge fridge sized boulder into the floor that CS had been in 
moments before. 
 
We returned through the squeeze, packed our gear, and returned to camp after some warm noodles 
and cous-cous (good combo). We were in bed by midnight ready for our trip out the next day. 
   
Sistema Sara (1)      RM, IP, LB 
After much faff and recharge down the valley and shopping in Arenas, we seconded LB to join us up 
the hill ready for tomorrow’s dive day.  RM feeling nervous! 
 
Sistema Sara (2)      SD, IH, DM, JR 
No log recorded 
 
Rio Chico       AB, JD, AR, JC 
(AB) Al and Jim descended 6m pitch behind first wall, another pitch followed, belayed from some old 
stakes. The bottom of this pitch was blocked with deads. About 3m above the base an adit went back 
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under the cave above, water was entering from the far end through a boulder choke, this water left 
through a lower passage again blocked by deads. Metal frame, possibly a door or sluice was partially 
buried. Surveyed out. 
 
Cowshead Cavern      DH, CV 
DH and CV returned to cave with a phillips screw driver and the TinyTag was installed correctly (the 
screw was screwed in fully). 

Saturday 10th September 2022 

Cueva del Nacimiento – Surveying    DJC, CV 
Claire and Derek continued the work Bob & Derek had done a few days earlier.  First, we laddered the 
3m pitch into the streamway.  From the chamber we took two legs to the confluence of waterfalls a 
decided to stop there.  Downstream there were three ways.  Following the water leads to some 
cascades to what looked like a sump pool.  To the left was a dryer passage leading downwards and 
round to the same sump pool.  Alternatively, there is a higher passage that pops out above the 
cascades. As an estimate, the sump to the lake is about 30m. 
 
After doing the streamway below the waterfalls we went back up the ladder and took the medium 
level route to the left.  There was one higher passage the lead down to the roped climb.  Most likely it 
was the original route to the passage to the entrance lake.  Further round we came to the other 
waterfall and the pot down. 
 
Having done most of the rift we went up to the top of the waterfall and the rope across the 
streamway.  We surveyed up to the new Sump bypass where we placed a survey marker.  We 
continued upstream to the sump and placed a survey marker in the original sump bypass. 
 
We called it a day and exited to have lunch at 5pm.  The ladder we had with us was useful for exiting 
the dingy in the lake. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race 2000 (day 3)  DW, CS, AH 
We were up at 1030 and were relatively quick about breakfast and packing. Left DR at 1245 and got 
out of the cave at 1900 for a nice cool walk up the hill. 

• I found, and took with me, my capping bar and ally push rod from camp 

• There are now 2 crowbars at camp. One should come out 

• The fairy lights were found wet in the Darren drum and were inoperative. CS cut the cable 
and we powered them by jamming the wires directly into a battery pack 

• There is plenty of loo roll and one full big gas and one medium, lightly used, gas 

• We left lots of water for the next team in  

Sistema Sara       RM, LB, IP 
RM, LB, IP headed into Sara after an early start, entering the top entrance shortly after 9am. 
Bottomed the cave at approx. 1:30pm, having picked up some more lead on the way from Leper’s 
Lament. Rob kitted up, while Ian rigged a makeshift lean-to using a sliced up survival bag, as the bothy 
had been left back at Leper’s Lament unbeknownst to us. Rob entered the sump at 2:38pm, his 
description of the dive is below.  
 
After Rob exited the water, we were met by Chris, who had moved ahead of the rest of his group. 
Arwel and Al showed up shortly after, and we proceeded to densely pack the dive kit into one fewer 
bag than it had arrived in. The way out was arduous due to the bulky bags but not as long as was 
expected and punctuated with frequent stops for sweets and caffeination. After a nerve-wracking 
climb up the Heinous Shaft, we were back on the surface at 12:30am on Sunday.  
 
RM Dive account: 
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Awoke at 08:00 and entered SARA at 09:20 ladened with Rob’s expensive dive kit and warming kit for 
all.  Made steady progress with a quick snack at the old camp before continuing to the base of the P24 
where an extra bag was picked up.  Arrived at the sump pool at 13:20 to find no bothy so IP 
improvised a test with a survival bag.  RM kitted up and faffed as well as changing into a wetsuit 
before finally setting off at 14:38. 
 
Viz was quickly lost in the sump pool, having begun at only 1m and then quickly down to zero.  
Investigations at the far wall of the pool found a low silty arch which was initially entered for around 
10m on the left-hand side. 
 
Convinced expedition diving should be better than this RM returned to the pool and conducted a 
tactile search of the rest of the wall eventually finding a slight larger continuation.  RM entered feet 
first digging with his fins to make it passable.  RM placed a silt screw at 10m and then at 17m dopped 
weight and more weight at 25m all in zero vis.  At this point an elbow was met and the diver managed 
to enter a small, submerged chamber and then turned to face forwards. 
 
Vague glimpses of node(?) walls were made before again zero vis resumed and at 34m from base the 
diver required more zero vis digging to proceed.  At this point the diver decided it was all getting a bit 
silly and made for the exit, removing all line enroute.  Exit was not without difficulties with line 
traps(?) making the diver somewhat concerned on several occasions. 
 
In total the diver lasted 22 minutes reaching a depth (at some point) of -12m.  This makes the cave 
over -600m deep!   
 
On surfacing RM was very cold but with assistance from LB and IP the kit was soon packed away just 
in time for the de-rig party (who came in at 12:00) to arrive.  Kit was split between all 6 people 
including the now emptied cylinders while the team split back up into 2 teams.  RM, IP and LB headed 
straight out with kit and CJe, AR and AB derigging back to Leper Lament, ready for the pushing team 
on Sunday. 
 
RM, LP and IP surfaced at 00:30 very tired but satisfied, while the derigging team surfaced a few hours 
later. 
 
A massive thanks is owed to all who carried! 
 
Sistema Sara (2)      CJe, AB, AR 
AB. A relatively ‘pleasant’ trip down with no kit and straightforward route finding. Approx 4.5hrs to 
sump, arrived as dive party ready to leave, sump looked grim. Long slow journey out Arwel derigged 
until Leper’s Lament, insufficient bags for the rope he gathered.  Out approx. 03.45, long walk back to 
the van. 
 
Minas de los Ingleses      JDe, HF 
Second visit to continue bolting to bottom chamber. Floor was reached with the perfect amount of 
rope. Small antechamber visited by a crawl through mine tailings, continuing through the cave would 
take a bit of dig engineering but could be a very good project for an enthusiastic digger – entrance is 
20mins from hostel and it will take less than half an hour to bottom the cave once rigged. 
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Picture: Miner’s graffiti, Minas de Los Ingleses (Jack Dewison). 

The antechamber has a collection of very clean mint-coloured stals and so has been named “Colgate 
Chamber”. Survey was done out of the antechamber, into the big chamber and up to survey station 2 
by the pitch head. Chamber is just over 60m high, with the pitch into it being 30m long. Further 
exploration at this point would be a bolt traverse from the pitch head, as the chamber seems to be 
hourglass shaped with a couple of inlets/outlets higher up. 
 
Goats still use this as a shelter so you may find yourself surrounded in hot/wet weather when you 
escape. The Pasteur dog didn’t follow us into the mine. 
 
Minas de Mazarrasa area    JC, SL, TD 
Tasked by Phil to check a number of holes in the area. 
 

• T114  (0361030, 4785689, 1834m) - roof fall blockage around 30m in prevent further exploration.  
 
Then ended up exploring the general area up to the Sara entrance to get a feel for the geography of 
the area before then locating the next site, AN55. Some deep mined and natural shafts (with 
associated mining evidence) on surface in area above but speculated that the adit entrance of AN55 
would potentially lead to these. 
 

• AN55 (0360992, 4785413, 1925m) – straight adit with side passage almost immediately on right 
that is closed with deads straight ahead but slopes back underneath the entrance adit, potentially 
dropping into mined vein. Not explored and rope advised. Straight on continues for +50m to a T 
junction. Left ends after around another 50m, whilst right gains a timbered floor section with a 
drop down. This can be crossed on the right side, and the passage continues following a mined 
vein to end in a tight natural rift. There may have been a potential lead on right side but blocked 
with spoil. Returning to the hole, rigged the pitch to descend past a series of platforms, the 
bottom sections of which still have wooden access ladders in place (very rotten ladders that is!). 
Right direction (mirroring passages above) very quickly leads to another drop, and mined passage 
also continues, but floor is very clearly mud-covered timbers, and this was not explored any 
further. Left continues in typical mine fashion for about 20m to reach intersect a natural shaft. 
This can be crossed on a ledge but soon ends. Shaft is around 15m deep and appears to continue 
but is yet to be explored. No evidence of modern human activity in this section of the mine.   On 
Thursday 15th natural shaft was dropped (JC, JR, CV): 8m drop, followed by another 6m drop, to 
miner’s spoil and no way on. 
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Cueva de la Marniosa – Moonmilk Highway   PW, DH 
102m of squalid hands and knees crawling passage were surveyed.  
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Extra Caverns Climb   BC, JS 
Bob returned to the climb he started on 4th September with some more rope and some extenders.  
With Jim belaying Bob climbed up the left side of the calcited ramp in a small groove. After around 20 
meters the ceiling was reached with only a small hole with a brittle suspended ‘floor’ offering any way 
on. Progressing further here would involve showering the belayer and rope in sharp debris and some 
more rope.  
 
Bob fixed the rope and descended to let Jim have a look.  A decision was made to come back a check 
out the other side of the ramp which appeared to disappear around a corner. 
 
Sunday 11th September 2022 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Extra Caverns Climb   BC, JS, SD 
Following on from the successful climb the previous day, Bob and Jim returned with Sam to explorer 
the other side of the ramp and to survey the area. 
 
Using the existing rope, Bob climbed up to near the top of the ramp and pendulumed over to the 
other side of the ramp with the aid of a small deviation, unfortunately this revealed that the 
flowstone closed down around the corner. 
 
Following a spot of lunch, we set about surveying the area. 
 
Sierra del a Corta      DH, TD, PW 
The plan was to revisit the entrances T520 and T522 and drop them. With the help of a light, it was 
quickly established that T520 was no-go as it was leaf litter filled. On the way to T522 we diverted off 
to a location named as Rock Bridge (shaft) near the peak Monte los Joyos. We explored the shake hole 
and found no reported shaft. This was designated T523, and PW made a quick survey. Its coordinates 
are 30T 0363337,4789285 and had an elevation of 1079m. We found another nearby entrance, T524 
(30T 0363314,4789219) elevation 1092m, but his only went in a few metres. 
 
We then proceeded up the track passed T69 to T522 (see 5/9/22 log for positional details). DH 
descended the shaft, bolting a route into it. It was his first time bolting a route into a cave and was 
grateful for the advice that PW/TD gave! After about 18m the shaft became blocked with leaf litter on 
a steeply sloping floor. Shaft was surveyed back to the surface. 
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Sistema Sara       HF, SL, JC 
The dive team had worked through the night to recover the diving gear from the sump and de-rig the 
lower sections of the cave.  The call was made on the Sunday morning to send 2 x teams into Sara; 
team 1 to descend and recover bags of rope dumped at Leper’s Lament which had been derigged 
from the lower section and team 2 descending a few hours later to recce the climbs above Leper’s 
Lament and subsequently recover any remaining rope. Given the horror stories about Heinous Shaft 
and its popping bolts and falling rocks that I had listened to whilst chopping veg over the previous 
week, I am still at a loss as to why or how, but I found myself assigned to team 1 with Jules and 
Helen.  After some last minute packing and a long, hot walk up the hill we arrived at the Sara entrance 
at around midday and began out descent into the mine entrance series by approx. 1300hrs.  Ably led 
by Helen who had descended earlier in the week, we made swift progress through the mine sections 
to the awkward constriction which marks the top of Heinous Shaft.  Jules, a veteran of the 1995 
descent enthusiastically took the lead and after a bit of wriggling slipped through the constriction and 
descended down the first pitch.  I was next, with Helen taking up the rear presumably to either stop 
me escaping or to stamp on my head if I got stuck. The constriction proved to be fairly easy to 
negotiate when assisted by gravity and I soon joined Jules at the bottom of the first 28m pitch.    
 
Helen joined us and took the lead again, guiding us round to the top of the big pitch where she 
paused for a moment to reiterated earlier warnings about loose rocks, avoiding touching the walls 
and staying as close as we could to each other as possible in order to avoid knocking debris down on 
the person in front, before she began the long descent down Heinous Shaft.  I’d like to report that the 
shaft is amazing, but the truth is that for the next hour and more I was so focused on not dying or 
inadvertently killing someone else that I failed to take in the enormity or splendour of my 
surroundings beyond what was within immediate reach and had the potential to be either kicked off 
or just come off with me attached.  If I was to break the shaft down into thirds, the first is relatively 
stable; the second is a pile of boulders laid on gravity defying angles held up by very loose boulders 
and mud; and the last part is reassuringly solid limestone.  The rigging team had done a fantastic job; 
the first two thirds were rigged with lots of short sections between (many) rebelays with enough 
lateral movement between them to ensure that we were rarely directly above or below each other; 
and short well protected traverses avoided particularly loose sections at the top of the middle 
third.  Once we cleared the loose middle section Helen shouted up that that we were through the 
worst of it and it was only then that I began to relax and appreciate the enormity of the space.  We 
descended the last few longer sections before touching down on the boulder strewn ramp and a very 
brief section off ropes as we walked the short distance up the ramp and round the corner before 
descending the final 52 m pitch to the base of the shaft. 
  
Having regrouped and taken on some water we were off again; almost immediately on a 12m pitch 
followed quickly by a short, exposed traverse onto a 24m pitch.  An easy going but fairly featureless 
section of horizontal caving followed for no more than 100m before descending a short 6m pitch to 
an uncomfortable and damp looking camp.   
 
With no need to linger, we moved on and immediately the cave character changed to a very muddy 
300+ m horizontal section which consisted of a series of crawling and stooping sections intermixed 
with short, awkward pitches and climbs before arriving at the incredibly muddy rope dump below 
Leper’s Lament.  We weren’t there long before team 2 (JR and CJo) caught us up and after a brief 
reunion and some banter we turned to the task of sorting rope for the return trip whilst they 
prepared drills and rigging gear to go and explore the climbs.  It was about this point in the journey I 
realised I had either misplaced or in my rush failed to pack a pantin – oh joy!!  The return journey was 
interesting; caked in mud and dragging heavy bags, our chest and hand jammers wouldn’t grip and 
the short pitches which would normally have taken minutes (if not seconds) became awkward 
obstacles.  The 20 min journey between camp and Leper’s Lament on the way in turned into a 
tortuous 60 min+ journey on the way out.  A short break at the camp to repack rope bags and 
redistribute some of the metal work and we were off again.  The horizontal sections became easier 
but the increasingly longer climbs and continuing issue with mud clogged jammers meant that the 
going was relatively slow.  We eventually reached the base of Heinous Shaft about 2 hours after 
departing Leper’s Lament and had a well-deserved rest, food, and water.   
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A second foot loop attached to my hand jammer to compensate for the lack of pantin and to stop me 
inadvertently putting my foot against the wall in the higher sections I led the long, long climb up 
Heinous Shaft.  Hampered by the weight and having to physically engage my jammers to the rope 
every move meant that going was slow, so at the top of the 52 m pitch I quickly moved around the 
corner and back onto the next climb, determined to hit the first rebelay before Jules got to the top of 
the last.  This set the scene for the next 90 mins or more as we gradually moved as a team from 
rebelay to rebelay in a caterpillar type motion.  As the pitches became shorter, the walls became 
more and more unstable; slower going and a different perspective brought the fragility of the middle 
section into sharp focus.  Try as I might, occasional debris fell away from the wall seemingly dislodged 
by my mere presence.  My shouts of ‘BELOW’ created a brief anxious pause before the upward 
caterpillar motion resumed.  Gradually we made our way through the fragile middle section and on to 
the more stable upper section, the end of the Heinous climb in our sights, the pace increases and our 
moral lifted.  As I hit the short traverse at the top of the shaft, I let out an involuntary ‘WOOP’ in 
celebration and was soon reunited with the rest of the team.  Helen took the lead on the next, last 
pitch.  Having seen Jules and I push through the constraint at the top of the pitch earlier, this was 
probably a wise move.  I followed with Jules taking up the rear.  The constraint at the top of the 28 m 
pitch proved to be a b*tch without a pantin to manoeuvre myself through, but some innovation by 
Helen allowed me to use some tat to get the purchase I needed.  Once Jules joined us, we made short 
work of the mine section and exited the cave at approx. midnight to be rewarded for our efforts by a 
stunningly beautiful vista illuminated by the most incredibly bright full moon. 
 
Sistema Sara (2)      CJo, JR 
Back to Sara. With the promise of open walking passage, a strong draught, and light bags a trip to the 
Mendip Mission in Agua sounded excellent. Alas, for me, it was another trip to Sara to visit Leper’s 
Lament. To be fair to Sara, the lead sounded good, large cathedral sized chambers and a dodgy 
traverse into new passage - what wasn’t to like (oh yeah, the massive pile of bags at Leper’s Lament). I 
press ganged the indefatigable JR, who had been out of the cave less than 24hrs ago and we joined 
the bigger de-rigging team of HF, JC and SL.  
 
On the walk up we were joined by DP and DM, who were retrieving kit from the entrance. 
Fortunately, we also bumped into LB who lent me his helmet as I'd forgotten my light. We also had to 
detour to the Sara camp to pick up a drill battery and socks (again, forgotten by me) where we were 
force fed chocolate. After saying fair well to the main de-rigging team, DP and DM wandered back 
down the hill leaving JR and myself napping in the sun.  
 
After an hour or so we headed into the cave, with no bags it made for a quick descent and the main 
pitch had seen a lot of traffic since my last visit and was now substantially more stable. Of course, 
Ian’s Ledge of Contemplation and the steady stream of small projectiles reminded us of where we 
were. The onward trip to Lepers was enjoyable and we caught the others just as they were packing up 
the remaining kit. After selecting what we wanted (drill, some rope, mallions, bolts, hangers) and 
having a general laugh at the poor life choices that led us all here they began the plod out whilst JR 
and I decided on our plan of attack. There was the main way into Lepers as in the description, DP had 
also spotted a 2nd route in, however I spotted a phreatic roof tube right in front of us, someone had 
poked around in the entrance but not far. 
 
Not far along this passage a 5m pitch was rigged by CJ, then we easily traversed over the 47m pitch (at 
least 15m above) and entered a large rift dominated chamber with a phreatic roof. The phreatic roof 
disappeared off round the corner into darkness and prospects looked good. JR swiftly rigged a rope 
down to some blocks perched partway up the chamber and looking towards the goal of the trip we 
turned out lights up and it was quite visibly an alcove. We dropped a further pitch down to the next 
boulder ledge, but the way on here joined an older route and was obviously well travelled. We 
considered descending the next drop, but with time running out, the main lead an alcove and a lot of 
de-rigging above us we decided to turn around. I headed back out our new ropes and began sorting 
some food and the kit for the way out the cave whilst JR had fun reaching some high bolts I'd placed 
earlier. We reconvened, I passed him a bag to take out and I was quite quickly told to never pack a 
bag for him again.  
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I took the amenities bag and de-rigging quickly filled the empty bag I had left - how much rope was 
there in this place! We emerged from the final meander to the base of the 3rd pitches below Heinous 
with 3 bags, 7 coiled ropes and jingling with hangers and maillons. There was no way of taking our 
loose ropes any further and they were unceremoniously dumped on a ledge in clear view for the next 
team. A handful of strawberry sweets and Heinous Shaft followed. We exited, had beer in celebration 
of never going back in there again and began the slow and heavy walk down to the car park for 3am. 
Another mammoth trip over 16hrs from car to car, but the next team still had a lot of work to do! A 
classic collector’s piece for sure.  
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Surveying    DJC, CV 
Claire and Derek continued the entrance survey.  They started at the New Bypass, went up the rift and 
got some splays into the rift.  Then went a bit further through the rift and found more width (but 
insufficient height).  Then went across the pool that had almost entirely been drained, up a slope to a 
place where Claire could stand-up followed by the stride across the pool (stream unfollowable).  
Finally, up to a chamber with several passages, the second passage we followed lead to above the 
pool stride across.  The third passage (not completely surveyed) went, but lead to just beyond the 
normal way on, but also it exposed some passage that went off into the mountain. 
 
After a climb up, along a bit there was a climb down (to a cairn) and then a low muddy section with no 
footprints- it looks like a dried-up sump (perhaps it floods yearly?).  After the mud there is a climb 
behind and upwards to ongoing rift passage.  Decided we should return and survey it, so we headed 
back. 
 
We completed the survey of the New Bypass to the Old Bypass junction and drilled a marker.  We 
then went through the Old Bypass to the sump.  Derek didn’t remember how unpleasant it was (tight 
corkscrew & wet).  Once we got back to the Old Bypass marker we returned to the latest marker and 
considered our position (cold and wet).  Decided to head out: one set of survey legs needs to be done 
in the chamber (leading to the newly found passage) and, of course, the newly found passage. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race    DP, DM 
Included in Tuesday 13th entry. 

Monday 12th September 2022 

 
Sistema Sara      RM, IP 
Fast descent down to the base of the 200m pitch so RM could record it on his GoPro before the 
battery ran out! Ropes at the boulder pitch required some sorting before packing.  RM derigged whilst 
IP carried bags, both ended up with 3 bags each by the top of the P200.  Shuttling bags out via 
entrance series was hard work, particularly on the scree slopes.  Out before 6pm, carried all bags 
down to the camp just as heavy rain arrived. 

 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Upstream Sump   IH, SD, CJe 
Visit to the upstream sump for CJe to assess the viability of diving here in the future. 

• 11kg of lead and a line reel is already at the sump. 

• Rigging some additional handlines will make the trip to the sump easier when carrying large bags 

• Camping at Consort Hall seems viable for a diving trip. 

• CJe discussed cylinders being left in the cave for several years whilst diving is ongoing.   

Prospecting Sierra del a Corta       CJo, JC, HF 
After chatting to some Dutch campers in the car park who were confused by the late night 
wanderings the previous night we headed up to Sima Vuc Pot, crossed the ridge then descended into 
lovely, wooded glades on the far side.  
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Some dry valleys and impressive rift features were followed, but very little in the way of cave 
development (the few we did find were filled with leaf litter). A large depression emitted a strong, 
cold draught, but would be a mammoth digging prospect. It is however in a beautiful and interesting 
location.  
 
(JC) Only found a couple of sites of interest: 

• Small hole worth a return visit to check as we just needed a short piece of rope to descend 
43.230925 -4.700194. There are a series of features in this area so probably worth a wider sweep. 
(30T 361938 4787862 1339m) 

• The other key one, but which would be a serious dig, is the drafting boulders in a large depression 
43.231619, -4.702172 (30T 361779 4787942 1331m) 

 

 

Picture: Prospecting on the Sierra del a Corta (Jules Carter). 

 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race    DP, DM 
Included in Tuesday 13th entry. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Free Willy    BC, AR 
Further into the Extra Caverns area of Marniosa, Bob and Arwel went to complete a climb started by 
Phil previously.  
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We only took a lead rope to protect the climb as there was supposed to be spare rope left over at the 
top of the highest pitch, however this turned out not to be the case, so Arwel led on with the lead 
rope only. Placing bolts as he climbed Arwel made good progress up the final vertical section before 
the climb turned a corner into an inclined rift at the top of which walking passage emerged. 
 
Arwel made a belay at the top of the climb and Bob quickly climbed up the elastic lead rope, just 
before the top, a small adjustment was made to create a re-belay to remove a couple of rub points. 
 
Bob arrived at the top and went into the passage Arwel had found, however the passage closed down 
after around 7 metres. There were several small holes in the roof of the passage, one of which had a 
small draft; however, this would have needed a significant amount of chemical persuasion to make it 
caver sized. 
 
Unfortunately, we didn’t have a survey kit with us to we left it rigged for a surveying re-visit, however 
it should be noted the dynamic rope is still in place and there is a small rub as you leave the end of the 
last static rope, a bolt is in-situ for a short deviation.  
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Downstream Survey   PW, AB, JS 
Did survey but failed to complete due to damage to rope on last pitch. 
 

• Climb above last pitch (the P10) was investigated by AB, needs further attention as it may go 
over Sump 1 

Minas de Los Ingleses      CV, LB, DH 
The teams’ entrance to the mine was initially blocked by about 10 sheep sheltering in the entrance. A 
few left but 5 of them stood their ground. We resorted to locating the top entrance (a window into 
the first chamber, which can be found approximation 10m up the slope from the mine entrance) and 
lobbing stones and shouting to scare them out. This sort of worked, instead of bolting to freedom 
they all moved en-masse into the right passage (as you face the entrance) and stood in the dark. This 
gave us access to the left passage leading to the first pitch. 
 
We followed the pre-rigged route to the last pitch. DH did not descend the last pitch, LB and CV 
descended, explored the chamber, and located a couple of survey stations. 
 
They returned to the top of the pitch and LB bolted out to a corner to check a potential lead, this did 
not yield a way on. As a side note the approach (~8m) to the final pitch is a crumbing rift with a deep 
drop, if this was to become a regular route this would need protecting with some sort of traverse line. 
 
LB and CV began surveying from this last pitch head towards the entrance.  DH shuttled kit ahead of 
the surveying pair whilst LB derigged the cave. This continued until about 18:30. We were unable to 
complete the survey to the entrance as we simply ran out of time. Survey went as far as the base of 
the second pitch in, to the bolt and this was tagged as station 20.  Whilst DH and CV exited the mine, 
LB took the opportunity to place a bolt where a handline had been wrapped around a dodgy looking 
chock-stone. This gave a better secure handline to help with the short climb. 
 
Caution: DH thinks the approach (~15m) towards the pitch with the blue stal is possibly a false floor. I 
say this as wood can be seen through the gaps in the “floor”.  Caution should be taken here; you can 
walk on a ledge to avoid the obvious depression. 

Tuesday 13th September 2022 
 
Sima Vuc Pot       AH, CS, DW 
Three of us went to Sima Vuc Pot to cover the meander investigated by AH, CS and DM in the previous 
week. This was done as a new capping rod had been acquired courtesy of DW, who had left his at the 
Death Race camp in a previous year. This was tested and proved to work, unlike the earlier rods used 
in Vuc. The cave was rerigged using two old offcuts of rope and we made it to the meander through a 
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lower route discovered by DM on the previous trip. This way is much quicker than the old high route, 
although it is slightly tighter.  
 
CS started capping the sides of the meander; this was very successful and managed to break off 
significant lumps of rock with a combination of caps and hammering rock weakened by the caps. After 
an hour or so DW took over capping, but not long after CS attempted and managed to get through the 
opened up constriction. Beyond he followed the top of the meander, its widest point, above a pitch 
and through a muddy constriction. The meander is widest at the top, and generally tapers down to 
the floor approximately 10m below, and also descends at about a 45 degree angle. This was followed 
to the head of a pitch at the end of the meander, we had no rope or bolts on this trip, so resolved to 
return to drop it the next day 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race    DP, DM 
With the Mendip boys having broken through the dig at the end of the Death Race extensions a 
couple of days previous and turned around at a short climb the scene was set for a pushing trip. With 
the possibility of great discoveries and the chance to avoid a derigging trip down Sara Dave and 
Dickon headed into camp on the 11th taking around 5 ½ hours to arrive at Death Race camp. After a 
restful night at camp, we set off for the pushing front just beyond Leo’s Blowing Crack where we 
arrived after over 3 hours of laborious slithering up degraded calcite slopes. 
 
This section of the cave is relatively large in places and progress would be easy were it not for the 
endless calcite blockages, many of which have degraded to a very soft slimy and slippery moonmilk 
like material. Fortunately, after passing two more calcite blockages (one of which almost filled the 
entire passage and could only be passed through a small hole on the right-hand side) things improved. 
The passage increased in size and the going was much easier. A short distance later the passage broke 
into a large hading rift trending down from right to left which was pushed to the right and up for a 
distance of around 100m to a point where it would be necessary to drop down to the bottom of the 
rift to continue to make progress. Lack of food and enthusiasm forced a turnaround at this point with 
around 250m of passage surveyed. 
 
This passage continues open and may require a drop down to floor level to make progress. There are 
also two good leads at the junction with the hading rift. Downslope the hading rift is large and well 
decorated with a good draft and directly opposite the passage joining the rift is a passage heading 
steeply upslope.  
 
The hading rift is considered to have been formed on a fault hence its straight trend and the fact it 
cuts across the other passage and is likely to continue in this direction for a considerable time. 
  
Cueva de la Marniosa – BFG-9000    BC, CJo, LB 
After some considerable faff at the start and some rain dodging, Chris, Leo, and Bob headed off down 
the hill to Marniosa. A quick change and we were off to the middle of Papoose Pitch where the route 
in to BFG-9000 starts.   We carefully made our way across what became known as Leo’s Traverse of 
Doom due to the bold nature and sporting placements of bolts. 
 
We stopped in BFG-9000 for Leo to take some artistic pictures of Chris cooking octopus using the 
toilet paper method and then had lunch.  Chris then set off rigging the lead Leo had identified which 
was the main objective of the day. Leo and Bob followed behind surveying. 
 
The passage headed off along a deep vertical rift which appeared to follow high above the main 
Marniosa streamway. There were options to move along a several different levels and in some 
sections, there was walking passage, while in others a rope traverse was needed.  As we were nearing 
the end of the rope it became evident that there was a fairly significant chamber just around the 
corner. With some excitement Chris rigged down into it and Bob followed on with the survey while 
Leo went back to get his camera.  The chamber turned out to be huge and very muddy, inclined 
breakdown chamber with some very large blocks in it. At the bottom and off to one side was a 
smooth hole / rift with a strong draft and the sound of water below.  With no more rope we decide to 
survey it and return with more rope.     
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(LB) Had a fairly late start and were heading off into Marniosa shortly after midday. Some re-rigging 
and re-bolting were done on the way down, replacing a bolt on the 22m pitch, though the top 3 
pitches could use another look as some are still rigged on 50 year old spits and poor condition 
rope.   From BFG-9000 CJ rigged down to the lower rift, heading ahead to prospect and rig while LB 
and BC followed along surveying.   After the short pitch down the rift continues at a high level above 
the streamway, trending downwards with plenty of calcite decoration and occasional holes in the 
floor down to stream level (dubbed Knife Passage) Following the rift ahead leads to some more 
traversing and short pitches down, culminating in a right hand turn and short pitch into Octopus 
Flambé, a large breakdown chamber with lots of stacked boulders and mud covering the floor.  
 
There are several high level leads leading off of the chamber, and a very strongly drafting hole down 
at the far end, through which water could be heard. It was assumed that this led down to the stream 
level, further downstream of Papoose Pitch, however at this point we had run out of rope, so the gear 
was left in for a return journey the next day. 
 
Arrived back on the surface to find Arwel, who had kindly driven down in his van to give us a lift 
(though possibly out of concern that without Bob back at the hut no one would get any dinner). 
 
Sistema Sara - Derig     RM, IP, AB, CJe, JC, AR, DC, Jim 
AB, RM, and IP had already done one shuttle to the Whitehouse before we arrived at approx. 11am, in 
time to find carnage around the camp, and then a squall. Sherpa team sheltered in the remaining tent 
as we had brought very little equipment with us.   At a break in the weather, we loaded up and 
managed to clear the site. 
 
Up and over back to White house for a wait until Phil and Javier came up to bring kit down.  
 
(RM) Derig from boulder pitch above P27 - Fast descent down to base of the 200m pitch (Heinous 
Shaft) so RM could record it on his GoPro before the battery ran out.  Ropes at the boulder pitch 
required some sorting before packing.  RM derigged whilst IP carried bags, both ended up with 3 bags 
each and by the top of the 200m shuttling nags out of the entrance series was hard work, particularly 
up the scree slopes.  Out before 18:00 and carried all bags down to camp just a heavy rain started. 

 
Wednesday 14th September 2022 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – BFG-9000 Octopus Flambe    CJo, LB, IH 
Quick progress to Octopus Flambé, despite discussing the formation of the impressive upper cave, the 
numerous erratic stal positions and significant trauma evident throughout. Of particular interest is the 
almost complete loss of the draught prior to reaching Papoose, interestingly around where this 
happens a large aven with calcite flow and what appears to be a passage enters from above - this 
certainly needs climbing (approx. 25m, over hanging, difficult pure aid suspected). 
 
We also paused to take in the spectacular rigging required to cross enter the BFG-9000 series. 
Reaching Octopus Flambé we picked up the kit and headed straight to the draughting rift. Not quite as 
strong as the previous day, but then the rest of the cave wasn’t draughting as strongly either. It was 
obvious this wasn't going to be pleasant due to the wet mud walls. I put on my waterproof quickly 
rigged a free hang from naturals and reached the mainstream below with a 15m drop. Unusually, the 
draught did not come from below, but remained high in the rift. It would be possible, but unpleasant 
to follow this - much better to head downstream and look for suitable climbs to regain the larger 
passage above. 
 
We headed back into Octopus Flambe and Knife Passage to take some photos, surveyed down to the 
stream, and took a quick look for possible climbs. Two were quickly located, one marked with a cairn 
and the other (better) directly above the P4. This 2nd one should be climbed with a priority to pass 
sump 1.   A further climb was spotted by PW above the P10; however, this is significantly lower in the 
streamway.  
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Quick exit and to Ana's in Sotres for the annual feast! Good fun trip.  
 
Cueva de la Marniosa – Alien Weaponry   JR, JC, CV, CJe 
Trip to Alien Weaponry to recover drill, stove, and place a TinyTag.  

• CJe ascended the ropes which were placed by Leo earlier in the trip. The bolt climb is incomplete 
and needs concluding.  

• Two sleeping bags and some ropes have been left in the cave. 

• TinyTag located at stream level where the route up to Alien Weaponry starts.  

Sima Vuc Pot       AH, CS, DW, JS 
We returned to Sima Vuc, the team from the previous day consisting of AH, CS and DW plus JS joining 
for the trip. The plan was to rig a line to protect the traverse over the meander and then drop the 
pitch at the end. The pitch walls were incredibly muddy, the mud here being of degraded calcite 
(moonmilk style) so were slippery.  
 
AH bolted and rigged the head of the meander through the second squeeze, this was hindered by the 
rock being of poor quality in many places with the walls covered in thick mud. It was decided to drop 
down the meander at this point and use an opening in the far end of the meander about 2m up from 
the floor. AH also quickly investigated a pot below the squeeze, it appears to quickly end although 
was not dropped as the walls were covered in mud, and the main objective was in the opposite 
direction. 
 
The next pitch was dropped, again poor rock affecting bolt placement, requiring a single bolt rebelay 
about 3m down to minimize rub. The pitch was then descended to its base about 12-15m below as a 
free hang. The pitch drops into a large meandering passage, 10-15m tall 2-3m wide.  Again, the walls 
were covered in white calcite mud. The passage is approximately 30m long.  At one end the passage 
ends in a solid wall.  At the other the meander intersects another shaft. At the base of this is organic 
“surface” mud, this blind shaft must have air and maybe water flow to the surface.  Down from here 
the meander gets smaller, a rift in the floor shows a mud covered floor below the meander only 4-8m 
drop. This could easily be accessed with some easy enlargement of the rift and installation of a short 
handline. However, we didn’t have time to do this so retreated. The cave is left rigged except for the 
first pitch which we derigged as it is an open surface shaft. 
 
Unfortunately, DW and JS plan to survey the new passage was thwarted by the instrument, a Shetland 
Attack Pony owned by DW, malfunctioned so data collection was not possible.  
 
Minas de los Ingleses      BC, AR 
After a very quick lesson it Topodroid, Bob and Arwel marched off to Minas de los Ingleses to survey 
and de-rig.  We quickly made our way to the bottom of the second pitch and tried to remember the 
lesson. Surveying was a little slow to start off with as it turned out to be harder than it looked...! 
 
Having to re-shoot some legs and plenty of correcting, it was the first time Bob had caved in reading 
glasses…  We surveyed out to the entrance which had been extensively utilised by sheep and goats, so 
speed was called for but not an available option.  
 
The other tunnel and the other entrance probably warrant some investigation in the future.   
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Cueva del Nacimiento – Top Entrance   AB, PW 
Visited top sump from inside first. Still sumped, despite dry weather, possible tide line 40cm higher, 
but this may have been historic. Feet through, possible space on other side but not certain and cold 
water to armpits was my best effort. 
 
Derigged ropes from entrance and dingy, which was torn and required riding upside down to limit 
wetness.  Dank slippery rock, weak vegetation, and poor moral fibre, as well as not being certain of 
location, curtailed attempts to locate Top Entrance and sump from outside. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento – Chico canal survey   DC, DH 
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DC and DH surveyed the canal from Agua prime point to the rock that DH had located on 3/9/22 
during the Chico dive trip. This rock has a better view of the sky so would generate a better position. 
This survey essentially links the Chico entrance to Agua. We surveyed just over 500m. 

Thursday 15th September 2022 
PW, DH, AB, DJC, DP, IH, LB, AH, CS, CJe, IP, BC, AR leave 
 
Friday 16th September 2022 
CJo, DW, SD, LB leave 
 

Prospecting on the Sara depression skyline   RM, HF 
Walk from the cross roads to the White House, then up towards Sara and then to Castillo del Grajal 
and on to La Rasa de la Inagotable. No caves spotted beyond the major mine workings at Sara and 
Mazarrasa.   Descended the S ridge of La Rasa de la Inagotable (grade 3 scramble), then across the col 
la Junciana.  
 
From the col a rift was spotted which requires further investigation (GPS 43.19735, -4.71321 is on the 
col, rift approx. 50m below) Could be explored from Sara Depression (30T 360805 4784155 2196m) 
 
Continued E along the ridge (grade 2 scramble) to the summit of La Junciana, then on to Pico San 
Carlos. Note: area of completely filled shake holes noted high up below the summit at GPS 43.19822 -
4.70484. (30T 361487 4784238 2089m) No prospects but interesting they exist so high up 
 
After summiting Pico San Carlos, we continued N towards the col with Pico Samelar. Possible small dig 
noted at GPS 43.19983 -4.69999 (30T 361891 4784713 2052m). Also noted was 2x shafts clearly 
previously explored painted S45 with spits. GPS 43.20051 -4.69957 (30T 361920 4784483 2130m). 
Small mine also noted and explored to conclusion after 5m at GPS 43.20286 -4.69898 (30T 361974 
4784743 2070m).  We continued towards the summit of Pico Samelar where we located a previously 
explored shaft painted PL1 (through bolt noted) and a further shaft painted S55.  Approx GPS 
43.20619 -4.69089 (30T 362638 4785100 2191m). 
 
We continued on to the peak of Pico Samelar then descended the NW ridge initially (pleasant grade 1 
scramble) before heading W downwards as the ridge turns north. On descent a natural entrance was 
noted below a small cliff at GPS 43.21073 -4.69732 (30T 362126 4785614 2103m). This was partially 
explored and did not look great but may be worth a visit with caving gear and a spade.  We continued 
NW to intersect the White House track and the cut across the Jazuca depression back to the 
crossroads to complete a cracking day out. 
 

• HE-6 Hoyo Evangelista 30T 360805 4784155 2196m, rift requiring investigation 

• SC-60 San Carlos 30T 361487 4784238 2089m, area of shake holes 

• SC-61 San Carlos 30T 361891 4784713 2052m, small dig 

• SC-62 (S45?) San Carlos 30T 361920 4784483 2130m, marked S45? 

• SC-63 San Carlos 30T 361974 4784743 2070m, small mine 

• S55  Samelar 30T 362638 4785100 2191m  

• S-71 Samelar 30T 362126 4785614 2103m, small entrance 

Saturday 17th September 2022 
TD, JR, CV, JC leave. 
 

Sunday 18th September 2022 
RM, HF leave.
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Appendix J: Cueva de la Rio Chico Extended Elevation (2022) 
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Appendix K: Cueva de la Marniosa Plan (2022) 
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Appendix L: Sistema Sara Plan (2022) 
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